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Preface
What can be better than feeling the ONE Space? The ONE
Space, illuminated by Love and warmed by the ONE God. The
ONE Space, felt and genuinely loved by all the mankind.
There is a belief that life is not just flow of time but feeling
the God as much as possible, sensing yourselves to the maximum in all Spaces, maximum admission of the Source of all
Sources. And every inhabitant of the Earth had this very life
perception.
NOW almost all the mankind is not able to feel life and to
love all its forms in particular. Now and then the life of every
man flows in the direction, which is not determined by the life
owner himself. But every man is eager to live in such way that
emotions, feelings and senses overflow his body, increasing its
speed. That`s why, I, the first woman, Created by LORD, - open
sensing and feeling the ONE God for all mankind. All of you
will feel the ONE God inside yourselves and experience feelings, which were lost a long time ago, and these feelings will
warm your heart and light up your soul.
I Love you all!!!
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Spaces! What do you know about them? Your Space!
What do you know about it? These are very simple questions,
the mankind is not able to answer NOW.
To feel all existing Spaces you need to be, exist in all existing Spaces. To be in all existing Spaces you need to be the
whole man. The whole man…, what`s the image of the whole
man indeed? I highlighted it for all people in the eighth book
and showed the direction to Me – the whole person. But I am
asking the readers again:
− Do you understand what I mean? What`s the meaning of
the image of the whole man? Who can be really called the whole
man?
I haven`t seen the whole men on the Earth for ages, but
NOW there is a possibility for all men to become the “whole”
ones, to find the Lord and Love inside themselves. It is possible
to collect yourselves inside You in one millisecond. But are you
ready for Reality? Sergey, for example, has collected many of
his incarnations for now and not only his ones, but he is still at a
loss. Not because he has seen himself on the previous hole, but
because people, he has seen with the God`s help, don`t completely understand themselves and all situations, which happen
to them forcedly. He has seen the inner circle, in which the inhabitants of the Earth seem to be imprisoned. He has been able
to understand that responsibility for solving this problem lies on
every man.
And here is a question for Sergey:
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− Will you just look through many incarnations of people
seen by you? Will you realize the following: the energy of information provided by the Lord is like a musical instrument you
should play not just admire at any given time in the timelessness. But you are still admiring it. Start acting, show all possible
variants of getting over the disharmony for all people, you have
seen in your incarnations. But in order to line up disharmonious
Spaces you should collect yourself, your Spirit and understand
Yourself at last. To realize Yourself, first, you should excuse
yourself in many incarnations and after that live again the situations, which caused the disharmony. Sergey, do you remember
your incarnation, in which you lost your Spirit and yourself?
Being on your Velenokgrozdia Planet in the Divine body Avatar, you planned incarnation and Created a role, in which you
were supposed to be cheerful and easy-going on the Earth. You
had to walk around the world, being in the real easiness and joy,
accumulate everything and all the Space of the Earth and mankind in these feelings. I know, you have recollected that Incarnation. So that very incarnation wreaked the chaos and depravity
on the Earth. Hence Elizar appeared in order to neutralize the
disbalance on the Earth. Have you thought about why Elizar
came instead of Zar ...? Because Zar had lost aо half of himself,
which you recollected and collected in the incarnation. And then
began the epoch of Elizar, who couldn`t cope with the incredibly
spreading chaos on the Earth. Elizar wished his destruction, because he couldn`t realize and see what you have seen and realized NOW. Well, realizing Yourself, your way, it is possible in
one millisecond to collect and renew Yourself – the whole man.
Sergey, and here is a hint for you and other people: live again
and harmonize your incarnation, in which you forgot your Spirit
and lost your true way, planned by the Lord, and then the Space
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of EVERYTHING will change. And there will be no hard work
for Elizar, which he couldn`t cope with and plunged himself into
the chasm, in which you are being NOW.
Life can be varied and very interesting, if you are always
easy-going and in Love with yourself and everything that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. Such feeling and understanding of the
world will set an example for all people, who want to collect
Themselves and their Spirit. I am calling on everyone, who is
awaking, to do such work. Only in this way it is possible to free
yourself from the illusory world. Only in this way it is possible
to bring back Yourself and your Spirit. And only in this way it is
possible to bring back your Love. Of course, you, each of you,
with many incarnations was losing and losing his Love and now
you have completely lost ITS light. I would like every man to be
able to recollect Love: ardent, caring and kin and then take it into your lives, in which you are being Here and Now. And together with Love you will reach out your wholeness.
Love!!! How close and giving freedom and Kinship it
is!Giving inexpressible senses, reviving every 1.5 milliseconds.
I would like every man to be able to love and not only himself
but all manifestations of the Creator`s divine thought. I would
like every man to be able to understand and feel deeply his
Love, which is always next to him. It is so close to you, that I`d
like to tell each of you: turn back and examine yourself outside
of time, then look through your incarnations, find out and feel
Love. Then experience those feelings and emotions one more
time and reach them out into NOW. And a little ray of light will
illuminate Her – your Mother Love. But you shouldn`t stop on
it, recollect all your lives, in which you loved with all your heart
and from the bottom of your heart and reach this warmth out,
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filling yourself up with this vivifying Light. And when this vivifying warmth is inside you, man, you will be able to stay in the
Love Space and illuminate EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and
WILL EXIST.
You may ask:
− Has love remained in the multitude of incarnations?
− Yes, that is so indeed, but if to reveal the reality, Love
has focused you in the incarnations, where you loved from the
bottom of your heart. And you loved the Lord not by parts, but
the WHOLE one. That`s why the Light of Love was filling you
and your manifestation, highlighting the Creator in you, extending all possible Spaces of EVERYTHING for you.
It is so wonderful to understand all possible manifestations
of God, that you want to share this joy with everyone. Eh..., if
only people understand that the Lord is the ONE, understand
that there are manifestations of many Gods. I am very pleased to
understand and feel different manifestations of the God and
Gods. Filled up with such feelings and emotions I want to fly in
the Spaces of EVERYTHING, participating in EVERYTHING
that EXISTS. There is a Universal understanding of the Creator,
and this understanding reveals an individual Creation in every
man. I`ll tell you that Creating and Cocreating all possible variants of energies is a simple matter. But, unfortunately, no one of
the embodied men on the Earth knows how this process is working NOW. People forgot all wonderful perceptions of the reproduced information. But I`ll remind for everyone the extremely
known feelings, emotions and take you to the energies of the
Creator. But you should keep in mind the following: you, each
of your cell is connected with the energies of EVERYTHING,
~7~

that EXISTS and are ready to accept inside all possible variations of the manifested Universal energies.If you feel and understand it, that gives possibility to exist in this manifested way.
The next thing for you to understand is that your thought is the
link between you and all possible variations of the Universal energies. That means, the Creator and CoCreator is someone, who
feels and understands this information consciously. Everything
is quite easy and simple. But it is necessary to consider that
lightness and joyfulness should be an essential part of you and
always live inside your bodies. As soon as you lose senses, at
once you disconnect yourself and each of your cells from Universal energies, the God and Love. You can tell Me that joyfulness and lightness is a great luxury nowadays. But in contrast to
you I will answer, that you are mistaking, these feelings can be
felt every moment of eternally extending life HERE and NOW.
You will ask why? I`ll help you to understand the following:
first, always, every second of your endless life you should
be able to feel inside an eternal start of your Source, coming
from the first-born exposers of your soul;
second, never, in no circumstances, you should lose your
Source;
and, third, when you feel your Source, every moment life
your bodies are filled with the eternally extending energy of the
Creator. And when each of you is be able to exist in all possible
variations of fillings, attained from the Source, happiness, joyfulness and Love will settle in you forever. But to be in such
living filling, it is necessary to wish that with all your heart and
deliver a speech for everyone to hear, which will show the extending of Spaces in your bodies. Or rather, the actions after
your speech will be the extending, defined by Me. Only this
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way, with the extending of Spaces, happiness, joyfulness and
Love will light you up from within. And then, feelings within
you will be incommensurable light senses of the eternally extending start of your Source.
Creating and Cocreating your project, at the same time, experiencing feelings within your body, which raise and extend a
man into all existing Spaces, - that`s an awesome feeling. I shall
tell you: words cannot express such feelings. NOW I shall reveal
a secret and you will be able to view and feel the stagnation of
Space energies within your bodies. Numerous, varied energy
combinations must always move multidimensionally within
your bodies, that makes possible feeling Them and arranging
things with Them. But multidimensional energy motion within
your bodies can start only when you are happy, joyful and Love.
And again, to be in motion, each of you should feel and realize
your Source and Firmament. In the eighth book I led you to the
point, that all mankind is connected by the Kinship of Spheres.
This kinship reveals its Source, coming from the CREATOR,
being highlighted by Love in Adam and Eve, condescending to
every man. But the CREATOR felt deeply and thought over for
every man his essential eternally extending particle and this particle is next to you NOW. That`s you – eternally extending man,
you - are the particle of the whole and indivisible by feelings
and senses. NOW look back and you will be able to see your
Nature. NOW you are able to see a man, who expresses the image of the indivisible and eternally extending Single Whole, and
that man is you. NOW you can see yourself, approaching to you
rapidly. You are separated from each other by the Single Whole,
indivisible and eternally extending. This conception will lead
you to the energies of the Creator and CoCreator. It is impossi~9~

ble to create something without sensing and understanding the
Single Whole and eternally extending within your bodies. You
may ask Me:
− What does the Single Whole and eternally extending
mean?
And I shall tell you a story that has been forgotten, you will
be able to fix the information in the images.
Once upon a time an amazing story happened in the village,
called Tselina. The Girl, named Yalva decided to find The One
God. It occurred to her not incidentally, her grandmother used
to tell her numerous stories about the Gods, who could talk to
the ONE God. And the ONE God could always answer the question and show the right way to happiness. So, keeping these stories in mind Yalva went in search of the ONE God. But after she
had made many kilometres, had passed numerous settlements,
she still couldn`t find the ONE God. And being in despair, coming up to her settlement, she met an elderly woman.
− Tell me, dear, − the woman said to Yalva, − can you
show me the way to the place, called the Holy site?
− The Holy site? But, strange to say, that I have never
heard about such place.
− But, is it possible? The thing is that on the place, called
the Holy site, the God appeared before the man, named Slava
and helped him to find happiness.
− Are you saying about the ONE God?
− But, is there another God? Of course, I am saying about
the ONE God and my dream is to meet Him.
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− I have also dreamt to meet Him from the earliest years.
− It is strange, that we have met on this road, dreaming
about one and the same thing.
− Why is it strange?
− Because the following events are not accidental. That`s
why, I think, further we must continue our way together. What
do you say?
− Together?
− Yes, and I consider it to be the Divine Providence. It
looks as if the ONE God wants to speak to both of us.
− Well, then I wish to go on together as you do.
Yalva took an elderly woman to her settlement to learn
more about the Holy site. And on the way to the settlement
Yalva and the woman were attracted by an old and very big tree,
near the road. Yalva said:
− I know this tree. In my childhood we used to run here to
speak to it. They say, this tree has an unusual power, which
opens the whole world for a man.
− You know, I think this is that very Holy site, - said the
elderly woman.
The two people in search of the ONE God came up to that
tree, embraced it and said:
− Dear God! Please, overhear us. We do wish to find You
and there is no other sense in life for us.
Those two people have been asking the God to appear for
about an hour, looking into the universal Space of EVERY~ 11 ~

THING. But, they fell asleep under the tree, without waiting for
a reply. It was raining heavily that night and the powerful tree
with all its might tried to shelter the guests. Having awoken in
the morning, Yalva looked around and shouted with wonder:
− He was here! I know it for sure, He was here!
The elderly woman woke up too, she walked around the
tree and said:
− Yalva, I am as sure as you are, that He was here. But how
couldn`t we notice that?
− We were sleeping soundly. It was raining heavily all
night and we even didn`t get wet, because the ONE God sheltered us with the help of this tree. Now I know for sure that the
ONE God exists in everything that surrounds us. And we don`t
have to search for him somewhere at the ends of the earth, because he does exist in EVERYTHING that EXISTS.
This story tells everyone the reality, which was and will be
always permanent. The ONE eternally extending God of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL BE, is in every centimeter,
in every millimeter of manifested, manifesting and that is waiting for the moment of manifestation, both on the Earth and in all
scopes of the Creating Space. I am sure that many people have
heard about so called the Holy places. But NOW I am revealing
for all people the information, which priests concealed from the
mankind:
− People, the Earth is the Holy planet, all places on It are
the Holy ones and if you understand it, there is no need to go
over the hills and far away to find the ONE and indivisible God.
~ 12 ~

NOW Sergey is giving thought to the following: if all places on the Earth are Holy and the ONE God is in EVERYTHING, that means, the ONE God is also being highlighted in
the human body. Of course, the ONE God is being highlighted
in each of you and manifested in every cell of your bodies. But
you don`t feel Him at all, that`s why you moved away from the
Rhythm of all Rhythms. The ONE God is creating multidimensional Rhythm, which is transmitted into your bodies.
A question:
− Why don`t you feel It?
I shall answer instead of you: because you are in the routine
of illusions, feelings and senses cannot make their way through
them. And illusions are nothing but imposing upon you one`s
truth. I explained the meaning of the word “truth”, that`s why
NOW I am calling on you to become disillusioned, so that to
hear and feel the ONE God inside of you. Unlike you, every second I am speaking to the ONE God and I am being in the one
Rhythm with EVERYTHING that EXISTS. You will certainly
ask Me: how to become disillusioned? It`s quite simple, you
should find Yourselves. And when it happens, you will feel
Yourselves, all your thoughts and wishes. Illusions will be flaking away like wrappings. Ask Sergey how to find Yourself and
he, I hope, will explain you by way of his own example. As I
have told you before, Being on the Earth, He tried to find Himself in many incarnations, that`s why his body contains this information. That means, you, Sergey, can read the energy of information from your body and find the way in and out of Yourself. And when it happens, billions of people will feel how to
find Themselves. So, you will do the job like that, by the way, it
hasn`t been finished since Arsten times. Is it not time to finish
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with the job, you started, Sergey? Maybe, it`s enough doing
nothing and being nowhere? Hadn`t you beaten yourself up
enough instead of Love? Maybe, it`s enough avoiding Me? Because you are Adam`s and my first son, and no one else but you
knows that self-flagellation causes the puppet existence. And it
is possible and necessary to become a beautiful butterfly after
that puppet existence. What prevents you from becoming disillusioned NOW? I don`t see any obstacles that stand on your
way. By the way, one of the main items of your agreement is the
following: to get out of the puppet existence and find Yourself.
In the face of the ONE God you promised to find Yourself in
this incarnation. And you know, He believed you and He is
waiting for the corresponding actions. Go on, recollect all your
incarnations, which you will join into the one, then work all the
disharmony hard and become a winner, finding Yourself. I have
made a hint, now you will not get off the hook, if you are not
able to cope with this task, for some reason.
Now the mankind is able to understand that illusions are
nothing more than just a set of someone`s truths. To understand
that there are many truths, referred to certain personalities or just
one personality. Priests introduced their truths into your lives
only to establish their power over you. And again I shall ask all
people:
− Why have you accepted and admitted into your lives
someone`s truths?
NOW the events, in which you gave Yourselves to others,
will come flooding back to many people. You have lost Yourselves in such way, that there are only 3%, 9% and 23% of You
in the bodies. The whole settlements have been cut down, so that
to destroy your wholeness. Family trees, which kept ancestral
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and undistorted information, were uprooted and buried, because
family trees were not burnt down in the fire. Family trees, which
are more than 300 thousand years old, were found in Ukraine,
Donetsk region, Alekseevo-Druzhkovka, at the beginning of 20th
century. They have been keeping the information, reserved only
for their owners. I warn every man: if you take the family trees
out of that place, your stupid actions will cause irreversible
events. Only owners can take a small piece of the family tree to
settle its energy inside their bodies. Later, when a body is able to
feel the energy of the family tree, you will be able to revive it on
your earth. There is a piece of the family tree in Sergey`s room,
and it belongs to his son. Being in the place of their revelation,
Sergey could feel the piece of the family tree and took it into his
room, for his son to be able to let that energy into his body and
reveal it.

***
When you start analyzing many events, happening on the
Earth, you notice one detail: all mankind wishes to be in happiness. But, happiness, as I have already told, is a multidimensional component of Love. No one will be able to be in happiness without feeling Love inside his body. I told you, that your
Love had remained in the previous lives. And only after collecting your lives, you will be able to get out Love into NOW. And
again I am saying to Sergey:
− Enough waiting, your moment has come, get out your
Love into NOW, and this action will be saving not only for you,
but also for many others. I conveyed feelings of Love to you,
and I am sure, that you sometimes feel IT, but these are just
echoes of feelings and senses. The True Love is always next to
~ 15 ~

you, get IT out. When it happens, all events on the Earth and in
the whole Creating Space will become sensible for every man.
Because every 1,5 milliseconds Love will give you EVERYTHING that EXISTS and EVERYTHING that WILL EXIST.
And then you will understand multidimensity at work. Then
everyone can ask:
− How could people drive a man only into body, if a man
is EVERYTHING, that EXISTS and WILL EXIST?
And then, you will understand Me, and I shall be very glad
for everyone.
Misunderstanding multidimensity caused an opinion that a
man exists only inside his body. And if the body dies, there will
be no man. People somehow think, if a man has dreams, this is
nothing more than his imagination. And if a man doesn`t have
dreams, this is known as a healthy sleep. NOW I explain for all
mankind, that after publishing this book many people will not
be able to sleep at all. Do you know why? Not because, scientists consider dreams to be your imagination, but because in
your dreams you could travel outside of time and collect information into NOW, for example, about disharmony of your last
incarnations. In dreams you could be in your incarnations,
where, being selfish, you concentrated the Divine energy only
on yourselves. You could get your Holy energy out of the last
lives and consume It NOW. In dreams you could do lots of
things, but, being in Love, I am closing your dreams and you
just into NOW. Many people will not be able to sleep at night,
the day will not provide you with sleep as well. Insomnia will
show itself in your lives and doctors will not be able to win the
God`s power, because God has come to everyone and become
one of the family. And you will not be able to do anything, be~ 16 ~

cause for every man God left only the Space with Earth,
Sphere, Planet and Avatar. Only by way of this Space you will
be able to speak to EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL
EXIST. You may ask Me:
− Is it true that we shall not sleep at all?
Why at all, dream opens only for a man, who will find
Himself: the whole man. There is no other way. And NOW, everyone must settle down, follow his Space and Firmament.

And the entry into eternally extending Space is open
only for those, who don`t hide behind illusion, or find the
way out of nonsense. The way to immortality and Reality is
open for those, who are not afraid to live and be with God.
And the entry into eternally extending Space is open only
for those people, who collect Themselves: the whole men.
It is necessary to understand this and move consciously in
the state of one eternally extending life. There is a Universal
conception of a man, who lives one eternally extending endless
life. Living endless life, a man is able to be in the triad. Do you
remember, I have told you about a girl, named Iyustya, we can
name her Yusta. She was able to split in two in the name of
Love, in this way every man is able to split in two and be in the
triad. Every man is able to exist, containing all Spaces in every
part of the Universes. And this Absolute state reveals the Creator out of Creators in you. Being with such filling, a man can
leave the Creating Space, or rather, look what is there outside
the Creating Space. And you know, outside are those, who are
not considered to be people. You might have heard or read the
information about one of the Encyclical energies, which, being
~ 17 ~

self-sufficient, wished to make its creation. The cosmic energy
was able to arrange almost with all cosmic energies, to reveal
one more Creating Space, mastered by other-creators. But other-creators were left without CREATOR`S energy, that`s why
they are not able to Create and Show, but are just being in the
self-consumption state. I spoke to them and offered help in their
development, but they refused, considered pride beyond a Godman. You can ask, why I am giving you this information. I want
you to know about everything that Exists. I wish all people
could take their own part in the Creating Space. You can ask:
what is meant by taking their own part? You see... if you, everyone of you, will not be able to find Himself, the energies, filling
you, can rebell and serve for other-creators. It sounds incomprehensible, but it may be so. In connection with this information I
am asking you a question:
− How and wherewith will you be able to take your own
part?
People, who wish to feel deeply and collect Themselves
and collect EVERYTHING that EXISTS in Themselves, will be
able to take their own part. But people, who wished illusory existence, might remain cripples. The energies, filling you, may
regard you as unworthy of attention and change to serve for other-creators. Do you see, what I am trying to warn you about? If
not, you leave me no choice. I don`t wish to give others the parts
of God, that`s why I shall melt you down, with CREATOR`S
permission. It means that you may not exist. Do you understand
now? I am sorry for those people, who are going to be melt
down, but I have no choice. So, now you know, that outside the
Creating Space are those, who desire to trespass on someone
else`s belongings. But I explained them, that the entry into our
~ 18 ~

Spaces is closed for them. And if anyone acts wilfully, the Godmen will not keep silent. I`ll continue this topic in the next book,
but for now we need to collect God in ourselves.
Thus, you know that God is in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. This conception opens an extensional Space in you, so
that to perceive God in all trades. But to be in such volume, it is
necessary constantly to extend yourselves. Then your bodies
will be always illuminated by Firmament, Planet, Avatar and the
ONE God will be perceived everywhere. The ONE God sums
any kinds of trades and harmonizes them. You may ask:
− Why then there is much injustice in the world?
− Injustice happens where God is not completely perceived
by people. Where people are not able to redistribute energy in
their actions. However, God comes to help everyone.
Next you will say:
− How can He solve any situation relying on Himself only?You don`t give any information about yourselves and God
solves situation in favour of that man, who, at least, feels the encyclical.
Further on you shrug your shoulders and say:
− Can`t He see what`s going on in the world?
And I am eager to ask you:
− Aren`t you able to feel deeply and decide, at least, one of
your trades and not only yours? Why do you keep yourselves
separate from God, when saying that God can`t see anything at
all. God not only sees, but feels everyone, but He is not able to
disturb your inactive will.
~ 19 ~

− So what we can do about it in a given situation?
− Only feeling God in you and in your bodies. Only feeling
your Avatar, your Planet, your Solar system and your Firmament. Only by doing the following, you will become Creators
with the ONE God`s help, and there is no other way to participate in the encyclical processes. Whether you like it or not, you
will have to accept the ONE God`s will. But his will can`t stand
sleeping people or indifference. His will is always in motion and
action appealing to everything that EXISTS. You can ask Me:
− How could that be, the mankind is given complete freedom of choice, but the ONE God steals our freedom, distributing the energy as He whishes?
You ask that only because you don`t feel the ONE God at
all. Look, NOW I`ll show you the events happening everywhere.
A 13 year old boy was sitting by the Black Sea. He was sitting and looking at the waves. One after another the waves were
making fanciful figures. “I wonder, - said the boy, - what if to
break the course of events of these waves”. His father sat nearby
and could feel the son`s wish.
− Andrey, are you going to play with the Lord?
− No, you misunderstood me, I just want to see other figures, different from those coming to the shore day by day.
− Don`t be ridiculous! Why, do you think, the sea expresses
its feelings this way?
− Dad, it is quite easy! Look, the CREATOR distributed
Cosmic energies, but at His pleasure.
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− Tell me, then, Andrey, do you think, they have no right
to say?
Andrey had been thinking for half an hour and cried out:
− Oh, Lord, I understood Your intention. You wish joint
cooperation, but this cooperation has to bring more beautiful creation to the Rhythm of all Rhythms. And only in such
Rhythm it is possible to distribute and redistribute energies in
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. And now, a question for you,
dad: will you be able to live in such Divine Rhythm? I am not
just asking, I know, now I know, that EVERYTHING you wish
and feel deeply is possible. But your understanding of all processes must be summed up and derived into your Creation. Do
you understand?
Arkady was sitting with widely opened eyes, trying to catch
the sense, conveyed by his son.
− Are you telling me, that a man is able to rule encyclical
processes, provided that they will be summed up inside himself
and bringing up-to-date Rhythm into EVERYTHING that EXISTS?
− Yes, dad, I felt it deeply and now I know that waves in
the Black Sea are conveying extensional sense, into which I am
not able to bring up-to-date. But a moment will come and sensible waves will appear in the Creating Space, I shall be waiting
for it.
I have told you a story, in which the ONE God is shown,
summarizing encyclical Spaces of EVERYTHING. But I am
asking you again:
~ 21 ~

− Do you understand the ONE God`s truth? Do you understand that the One God`s role may be taken only by a God-man,
existing in all Spaces with Love in his soul? I was telling you
about the Absolute state, so NOW only I am being filled this
way and I hope, that a moment will come for all people to receive such understanding and feeling Themselves and all possible Spaces inside Themselves. And then, the ONE God will be
shown by you as well. Then, the ONE God will find your support, you, who could reveal true abidance of the ONE in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. EVERYTHING, surrounding you, is
waiting for your fellowship, because it is difficult for God to
distribute and redistribute the energy of encyclical Creating process without you.
I can`t understand people, who are trusting in God with
some kind of sarcasm. Again and again people offer God to pay
attention to one or another things, which are unfair, to their
mind. These people also add some contempt for the ONE God to
their sarcasm. But in the light of the foregoing, please, tell:
− Do you understand Me now, suffering your indifference
and impudence to the ONE and self-reproducing? I am sure, that
you are being ashamed NOW, because you are losing yourselves. Because you don`t want to help the ONE. Because you
are afraid of yourselves. But I shall not allow you to give parts
of yourselves and tell you, since that moment everyone will face
the ONE God, filling and living in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. But every single answer will be unusual, because you will
face yourselves, and that is unbearable for you. I have already
told you, that sleep will hide its effulgence for you and at night
you will not find space, which took you away into eternally extending and Creating. You will not find anything you got accustomed to, because the ONE Space will hide its holy face. Until
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you have found all parts of YOURSELVES, your will not be
able to speak to any Space. And it`s more than that. Flora and
fauna will become unknown to people, who don`t know themselves, and it was written in Holy Scripture. From now on, the
water will hide its curative virtues and you, who don`t know
yourselves, will not be able to drink water, because it becomes
poison for you. A world panic breaks out and many people will
say, not understanding, that the terrorist attack was planned by
someone in order to reduce the number of people on the Earth.
But this process will just remind you about people, who stopped
feeling the nature, surrounding you and waiting for you. Insects
in your gardens will also become poisonous and after biting, incurable abscesses will cover people`s bodies. The Forest Spirit
will wake up and the mankind will be afraid of Him. But He will
just remind everyone, who comes to his place, about necessity
of feeling EVERYTHING. It was the first time in the Earth and
mankind`s existence, everything that cherished, took care and
waited for man`s participation, will turn out to be for people the
Space, they will not be able to approach to. And only people,
who feel ENCYCLICAL processes, know the ONE God and
love His manifestations, will be able to live in all Spaces and
participate in Them. Now encyclical processes in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, will make its demands and its Rhythm, in
which all possible resources are available. And NOW, so that to
live, a man must take part in all existing Spaces of the Universes. To take part in EVERYTHING that EXISTS means not only
to know about it, but be able to feel, sense inside yourself, your
body the processes of EVERYTHING. And then, the ONE
Space with the ONE Spirit in It, will open for a man. You may
ask about the meaning of the ONE in your lives, but I shall beg
you not to hurry and feel deeply the ONE Spirit inside yourselves. And only when you feel the ONE inside yourselves, the
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One Love will open its holy face for you. You can`t even imagine what the ONE Love can do. You have no idea, what feelings
you experience, when the ONE Love is burning inside your bodies. It`s an awesome feeling. I wish everyone could feel his Spirit inside the body. You see, the body at that moment is able to
reflect not only yours, but the ONE Spirit as well. You must remember it every moment and in the moment HERE and NOW
reproduce all possible resources not only for yourselves, but for
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. In the previous book I revealed
the hormone of Love for you, which was reproduced by you, but
you forgot about it. But the hormone of Love can be reproduced
only by Spirit, your hearts direct Spirit into your stomach, and
then Holy energy is distributed on the whole body. It is a truth,
which will settle in you forever, and this is the only way for you
not to forget about independence, maturity, adequacy. This is
the only way to manifest God in you and EVERYTHING. This
is the only way to be healthy both in your soul and body. This is
the only way to live the real life, be happy every moment of
your endless, eternally extending, beloved life. Happiness can
illuminate you every moment of your life HERE and NOW.
Harmony`s shine and brightness in you will regulate and extend
Spaces for every man. When you find your endless life, Love
will highlight Itself in full and then, for every man happiness
may be everywhere.
***
NOW many readers can ask Us to clarify the conception of
the one endless life. NOW I shall highlight a story, in which you
can notice Reality of the one endless life. Look:
A boy found a man`s body on the Pacific beach. He had
been washed ashore. The man was struggling to breathe. His
ship sank three days ago and he was the only one, who survived.
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The Pacific ocean took 23 people except John. Three days he
had been struggling with water and got a victory, as he thought.
But John could not understand, that it was ocean, that allowed
him to survive, but not his victory. As he could speak with the
Pacific ocean in one of his incarnations and felt the Connection
with it.
Arcazim, as John was named then, was a fisherman and
spent all his life in the ocean, looking for his catch. Arcazim
didn`t spend much time in his hut, made of branches of the holy
tree. He brought his catch to exchange it for coins. That work
took all energy from Arcazim and one day, sitting in his boat, he
said:
− God of water, only you can understand me NOW. My life
has no value at all. My wife and children only wish to get coins
so that to vary their lives. But I don`t feel their Love and my
heart is empty. Oh, how I wish Love, how I long to feel IT in
my heart. Tell me, God of water and EVERYTHING that EXISTS, how to find Love?
At that moment an unusual ripple appeared on the waves
under his boat. The boat was lifted by waves again and again.
And here appeared the next wave, which lifted the boat so high,
that Arcazim could look down and see a woman`s silhouette, she
was swimming deeply under the water. Arcazim was staring at
the beautiful girl and she seemed to be familiar to him. The girl
was about 5 metres tall and she was smiling and waving at him.
When an astute wave lifted the boat down, Arcazim could not
see that enchanting girl, but he felt as if she was near, he felt the
Connection with her. Filled up with feelings in his body, he said:
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− Paccifica, it`s you. You are the Goddess of the Pacific
ocean and I know you. Love in my heart highlights you and
shows me recollections. In these recollections You and I, standing on the Snegrovia Planet, were building the chains, collecting
them into one whole Creation: incarnations for You and me.
Paccifica, I recollected you, my dear and beloved, and now joy
lives in my heart. I understand now, that I need to collect Myself
and accept God inside me, who I am indeed.
And here, the boy, shaking John, cried, by repeating:
− Spirit of the ocean washed the stranger ashore.
His cry draw the locals` attention. Erlaky, the local elderly
monk, brought the man into his hut, saying: “Everyone swims
here and we have to save them”. In three days John recovered
and began to recollect events before the ship`s departure and the
moment, when the ocean washed him ashore. Before the voyage
he received a strange letter, which read to come up to the officer
of the court. Then, John thought: “How strange. I have never
been in courts”. The information, broadcasting over the radio,
reminded him about the court. And in one of the sunny days a
strong wind began. The clouds grew blacker above the ship and
enormous waves appeared in the water. The captain couldn`t
cope with the wheel and the ship was thrown on the reefs in the
Pasific ocean.There was a great hole on board, the panic began,
that caused hasty actions. Lifeboats were launched, but no one
could get into them, because of the panic, they were not untied
from the ship. Just at that moment the lifeboats were broken
against the liner. John assessed the situation, tore off two wooden
sculptures, tied them together and life rings to them. Then he
threw that raft in the ocean and jumped on it. The Pacific ocean
took care for John about three days. It was constantly raining.
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Water temperature approached to 17°C instead of 13°C. Sea animals had been trying to stay closer to the raft for three days.
John couldn`t understand and feel that he had been looked after,
that`s why he lost all his strength, while fighting against the nature. Those days seemed to be an eternity for John. He couldn`t
sleep, eat and move. The memories of his previous incarnations
came back to his body. He could see himself a fisherman, crying
into the ocean and asking for Love. He saw a beautiful girl,
swimming deeply under the water, but thoughts took him away
into illusion, whispering that he was going mad. Just NOW,
standing near the place, where he had been found by the boy, he
felt as if the events had been predetermined by the One thing.
Just NOW he understood, feeling that visions during those three
days were Reality. Just NOW he understood that he was in the
place, where he had been a fisherman in one of his incarnations.
John began to recollect and point: “ There was a hut, where I had
spent all my life. And there was a church and so on. It sounds
stange but I remember it so clear as if it was yesterday. Paccifica,
I remember you! The Pacific ocean also remembers you. Just
NOW I understand that he took care for me, as if it was you. I
know that you hear me NOW and I am telling you, my dear:
− Thank you for your Love and care! I am feeling that I
love you, my dearest and beloved woman. And wherever you
are NOW I know you hear me and it makes me feel Love in my
heart”.
I think it makes clear that you all live one endless life. And
it`s up to you to decide: know it or not. But I know: to sense,
know through feelings and realize your Spirit and the Spirit of
EVERYTHING that exists is happiness. Ask yourself: what is
happiness for you? And now tell the truth. NOW, in view of the
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above, many of you will be able to understand: Happiness is
moving extensionally as Love and Joy do. It means, so that to be
filled this way, it is necessary to extend yourself constantly.
What if a man lives and thinks: “Oh, tomorrow is Monday, I
have to go to work. I wish it was Friday, or rather, the end of the
day...” And then, comes a moment when a man realizes his ageing, senility and death. It`s not happiness, just a vicious circle.
But when you understand, feeling your Spirit, that EVERYTHING is eternal, as you are, that EVERYTHING is extending
as you are, that EVERYTHING is breathing permanently as you
are, that you are EVERYTHING and that EVERYTHING is
you, only then you are highlighted by happiness, Love and joy.
Then you always know how and which way to go. You know,
that there are many ways and much happiness as well. And no
matter what kind of way your Spirit chooses, Happiness, Joy
and Love will be always inseparable on it.
I don`t quite understand, when people, doing nothing, are
looking for happiness the rest of their lives… But I want to ask
them:
− What did you do to find your happiness?
And I know every answer:
− Nothing.
So why just to wish happiness unreasonably for yourselves
then? If a man advertises his intention although unreasonable,he
is heard. You will ask, by whom? By the ONE God. Do you
know what happens then? The ONE God tries to fulfil your requirement.
− Why does he try?
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− Because you said something here, you showed something
there and you forgot everything over there and you don`t recollect your wish any more. The ONE God is feeling ALL Spaces:
to become happy, you have to collect yourselves, your Spirit.
What do you think is taking place in your lives? The events,
which will help you to collect Yourselves and wholeness inside
yourselves. But to find happiness, you should work in the
rhythm, offered by God. That`s why your old idea of the world
is melting away and leaving you, but, misunderstanding, you are
complaining about your illnesses to God. The ONE God is feeling and understanding everyone. But what could He do? The
way to happiness is through actions, which collect you. But if
you don`t want to feel and understand that, you lock yourselves
in a cage, which is not easy to leave. God opens the cage and
takes you out of it. The energy, you avoided, is highlighted behind the cage. And now the energy of EVERYTHING can see
and follow you, wrapping up everyone in an instant. The ONE
God sees you and guides you in order not to let something, that
is to love and cherish, tear you up. Not everyone hears. The
man, who feels and hears, finds himself. But those, who don`t
hear, fall ill, disappear without a trace and go away from the visible world. But it happens only because you don`t feel, sense or
hear the ONE God. Such processes are taking place throughout
the world. Job cuts, closure of the mines and plants, closure of
the numerous enterprises will be normal. And I have already
told you, that if you are not in the ONE rhythm with God, you
will find yourselves out of life. This state is gloomy and spiritless. But people, who feel the ONE Rhythm, will find in their
lives THEIRS and the ONE WHOLE. What means the ONE
WHOLE? Do you understand? NOW I shall highlight a story, in
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which a girl, named Alla, in an instant found and felt the ONE
WHOLE in herself.
The noise of a mega city, called Seoul, absorbed that tender
girl. When crossing a road, she suddenly stopped and stood motionless. The body didn`t hear her. People, running across the
road touched her again and again. And then, one man, who was
running quickly between green and red lights, knocked Alla
down and she fell on the road. He turned back and saw a falling
girl, but the strategy of persistence worked in his mind and he
couldn`t cope with it. The boy didn`t stop or help her to get up.
The city transport began to move and the girl turned out to be
between cars. Loud beeps and drivers` screams didn`t allow her
to come to her senses. But all of a sudden she felt an incredible
power and said aloud:
− I love you all, because I cannot do otherwise. Excuse
my carelessness.
At that moment all the drivers stopped. Many of them get
out of their cars and rushed toward that tender girl.
− What happened? − asked Tonio, approaching to her.
Alla said with a smile:
− Excuse me, I fell over, but now everything is OK.
Many drivers came up to her and offered their help. Feeling
Love inside herself, Alla said:
− My dear men and women, I am fine, please, don`t worry.
After these words drivers began to go away. Alla crossed
the road and looked around. She felt as if someone was near.
− Who are you? − she asked. − I am feeling You.
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But no one answered.
− But who are You, I am feeling You and the whole world
through You.
After going round on that very place, Alla continued her
way with a smile on the face. But something changed inside her
and she felt it. She felt an endless flow of something close and
vitally alive.
− The whole Universe is the ONE! - she said. - And the
Universe hears me as well as I do. That means I am the ONE
with the whole Universe.
Because of understanding that EVERYTHING, her heart
was beating in the chest as if the ONE heart of the Universe.
The ONE WHOLЕ, you see, must be inside you, people.
This feeling of EVERYTHING that EXISTS, opens an unusual
LIGHT inside you, LIGHT of life. Life, which is dependent of
your wish. Life, which always gives you a thrill in a new light.
And feeling such Rhythm, you always said:
− Hello, THE ONE and ETERNALLY CHANGING GOD,
I SEE YOU, FEEL YOU AND CREATE IN YOU!!!
You always felt and understood the ONE WHOLE. And
what about now? Only the ONE WHOLE feels you, but you, unfortunately, cut yourselves off EVERYTHING that EXISTS.
NOW the man is outside the ONE WHOLE. But outside there is
no life, just illusion. Do you understand what I am talking about
NOW? It`s very easy and necessary to understand for everyone.
But, unfortunately, many people will say:
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− We have never considered such notions and we are not
going to do that.
And I shall ask you:
− Haven`t you? All of you participated in the events of
EVERYTHING, being in the ONE God. All of you knew and
felt the ONE WHOLE inside yourselves. And what has happened to you NOW? Why haven`t you got the ONE WHOLE?
What for to give up YOURSELVES? You don`t belong to
YOURSELVES then.
And a question arises: whom do you belong then? And the
answer is very simple: to everybody but MYSELF. You may be
used by everyone as they like. And you will be unable to stop it.
Just being in the ONE God, you are being protected by Him, or
rather, you are open for His manifestations. You are open, that
means that Holy CONNECTION is going to your stomache
through heart and spreading in your organism. Being in the Holy
CONNECTION, everyone can find out mass illusory substitutions, which are just nonsense for you. You always will be able
to define disharmony in all surrounding Spaces. Being in the
Holy CONNECTION, you will never miss any sins in the surrounding Spaces, because the ONE God and you will find out
any sin in CoCreation. To sense and understand the ONE
WHOLE in your body, feel your belonging to the ONE
WHOLE, cooperate with the ONE WHOLE is your direction
and way to move. The ONE God is constantly summerising universal Spaces and discovering harmony, Idolizing every
CoCreation, every Creation. Being only in CoCreation with the
ONE God, you will be able to feel deeply the universal and introduce your Rhythm into EVERYTHING that EXISTS. You
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will not be able to Create and Cocreate without feeling and understanding. And the CREATOR said:
− Every man is manifestation of God in EVERYTHING,
that EXISTS. But, not to become blind and illusioned, I sent
every God the Holy CONNECTION, going from ME to ADAM
and EVE, then the Holy CONNECTION is flowing into the
Sphere of the first Adam and Eve`s child, further on IT is
flowing into the Sphere of the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and the twelfth child.
Going through the first 14 Spheres, the Holy CONNECTION
is flowing into the next 12 Spheres, further on into the next 12
Spheres and so on to eternity.
But people broke the Connection, entered subspaces and
stayed outside life. If to give an example of the events, it looks
like this: imagine a complicated moving machine, made up of
many details. Each detail fulfils its function, in order to make
machine to work. Each detail is also independent and selfsufficient, but that independence is shown only in the individual
work as part of the whole machine work. The WHOLENESS of
all details makes a complicated machine moving. If to remove
one of details, the machine will be broken, in other words, disharmony will appear. The Whole machine will not work in the
usual rhythm and will have to work without one of the details.
That detail will be outside the whole machine. On the one hand
that detail exists, but on the other hand it will be deprived of its
functions and become senseless. The whole machine could do
without it, moving as usually. The omitted detail could whirl,
turn round and try to move, but without the whole machine it
will be forgotten in the emptiness. The mankind is in such situation NOW. Every man is trying to whirl, start and finish “im~ 33 ~

portant” affairs, trying to be significant, but in reality the whole
mankind is outside the ONE WHOLE, outside Spheres, outside
Connection, outside EVERYTHING that EXISTS. And NOW if
people don`t take their rhythm in the ONE WHOLE, they will
come to grief. By way of Sergey I have highlighted in the eighth
book Spheres and CONNECTION, going from CREATOR to
Adam and Eve, flowing into the first child of Adam and Eve,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth,
eleventh and the twelfth child. These are first 14 Spheres, from
which the Holy CONNECTION is going to all existing and expected Spheres in the future. The first 14 Spheres are very important in the development of all Universes and Galaxies, all existing Spaces. Sergey, you know how important it is to understand yourself and all Spaces of EVERYTHING that EXISTS,
don`t you? I know, NOW you understand this more than ever.
Understanding and feeling Spaces of EVERYTHING, you and
every man are able to take your place in the ONE WHOLE. But
to take your place, you need to be in the ONE understanding, the
ONE Spirit, to be the One collected God-man. But to be collected in your and the ONE Spirit, you need to recollect Yourself, I have already told you about it. The first 14 God-men have
to collect Themselves on their own and from them the Holy
CONNECTION will flow into all existing Spheres. You, Sergey, one of the first must recollect Yourself and you know how
to do that. Ask your body how and it will show your incarnations in pictures, where you recollected and collected yourself.
It will show you feelings and senses you experienced. The way
to Yourself is already open. Do you understand? Tell me then,
what can prevent you from recollecting and collecting Yourself?
Nothing more but your laziness. I know and see that you are
working and recollecting, but in such rhythm you will not be
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able to collect Yourself even in 2 lives. NOW I am giving you a
piece of advice, to collect Yourself you need to discover deeplaid memory inside yourself. Do you understand? You have already recollected Yourself not just in one incarnation. You have
already done that hard work. You have already collected Yourself. NOW you need to discover in your body feelings of the
ONE WHOLE, feelings of Yourself, of EVERYTHING that
EXISTS. You can recollect Yourself only in feelings and understand Yourself in senses. And you recollected and collected
Yourself not just once, I have already told you about it. And I
shall say one more time, You have already collected Yourself...
Recollect... When you recollect, the rest of eleven Adam and
Eve`s children will recollect too. When it happens, the Holy
CONNECTION will flow into every man and highlight the ONE
WHOLE in EVERYTHING that EXISTS.
***
The mankind is used to be tied to trifling details, not seeing
the volume of the ONE WHOLE. This pettiness is reflected in
all forms of life. For example, women, who bring children into
the world, become mothers. Many readers can ask:
− How can it be otherwise? When children are born, women become mothers. There is such word, isn`t it?
− There is such word, but it was changed a bit. I have already told that for all mankind there is a notion of the first-born
parents. Each of you was brought into the world by two Godmen: a man and a woman. Two God-men in the joint
Cocreation, feeling the ONE WHOLE inside themselves,
CoCoCreated soul, which was embodied in flesh. But the CREATOR and Love also took part in that CoCoCreation. Do you
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understand, who is considered to be your real parents and developers? NOW nobody among people on the Earth is able to
CoCoCreate a new soul. And when a child is born by a woman,
she becomes his or her mother and owner. But if to look at the
ONE WHOLE more extensionally, not in pieces, we`ll see other
Reality. Such pettiness was noticed in all spheres of man`s activity. It so happened that mankind loves God in tiny pieces. But I
am calling on people to love God as the ONE WHOLE. If you
love, you ought to love in the whole volume. Do you understand? If not, I shall show you a short episode of a man.
Enak was the man`s name, who reached the dead-end in his
life. Not coincidently he was given such name. After his appearance on the Earth the ONE God told him:
−You have to collect the ONE WHOLE inside yourself, I
am giving you the name of Enak. This word means “divided into
pieces”.
After 20 years of life Enak never experienced concern. But
everything was destroyed for him in an instant. He had cerebral
tumour, which totally immobilized him. Having been bedridden
for 2 months he prayed:
− God, if You hear, help me. I cannot understand why has
it happened to me. I want to live, not to waste my life.
At that very moment his body was filled with the warmth
and he thought: “If I feel the warmth in my body, it is able to
move”. Then, he understood that the warmth joins the whole organism. “That means, - he said, - if I feel warmth inside my
body, the whole organism is felt as the ONE WHOLE, ready for
cooperation”. Enak began to move in three weeks. And in three
weeks more he had a full and active life. The ONE-agreement
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helped him to get out of his bed and take another name for himself. He was called Ednak by people. Letter D was added, which
joined him with EVERYTHING that EXISTS.
I always said:
− If man`s faith is not fading away under no circumstances,
everything is in his power. The ONE-agreement, the ONEperception – is always the basis for extension of a man. But it is
necessary to understand that extension is never ended. It is necessary to be in extending and all-including state of existence.
The mankind often plan their life. Their plan is short and has its
end. When a man is going to the end he is in panic. The Soul is
trying to say that there is no ending, just extension, but a man
cannot hear himself, his Spirit. I have seen so many people,
who went away off just because they were fired or their relative
died, or because of losing their fortune. You are ruled by people... Do you understand? Ruled. You are so minimized that the
ONE God for you is divided into tiny pieces. That`s why you are
petty in your mind and unhappy. Many times I saw people, who
became proud, depressed, aloof, charmed by themselves or others and so on. You can easily lose your way. You can easily fall
asleep. You can be easily charmed, introduced into emptiness,
emptied and exhausted. People, wake up!!! You are all Gods
and not just Gods, you are the ONE WHOLE with EVERYTHING that EXISTS, with ALL and your Spaces. Imagine for a
moment, there is nobody except you on the Earth. You have
nobody to ask or nobody can advise you. So, you have to hear
yourselves, your Spirit, rely on yourselves and God, who you
actually are. Why have I given you such example? For you to
understand at last that you should remain yourself. NOW the information field is distored on the Earth. What does it mean?
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Almost all mankind lives in dividual Spirit, in other words, two
inseparable Spirits are divided: Spiritual and Material. This
caused an information hole in the form of artificial disguised information unit. Artificially disguised unit contains only distored,
substituted and minor information. It looks as of you bathe in
the mud and speak about cleanness. Information of the disguised
unit was imposed on you in many incarnations. The aim is to
separate you from God as far as possible. And it partly happened. But NOW everything is changed. The Holy Connection,
going from the CREATOR will be also highlighted in you. The
Holy Connection will help everyone, who works in the Rhythm
of all Rhythms, to find Himself and his Spirit. The Holy Connection will help to include the ONE and eternally extending
Space of EVERYTHING that EXISTS. The Holy Connection
will help to revive the information field.
NOW EVERYTHING becomes accessible. Any information can be accessible for everyone. Wolf Messing, who lived
in 20th century, by his own examples showed the access to any
information. But, people, unfortunately, were not ready for such
examples. But NOW I am saying aloud:
− NOW any information is accessible and every man is
able to accept into his body EVERYTHING that EXISTS and
WILL EXIST. And further you will also have visions as Wolf
Grigorevich had, which will not be dependent on the time and
will cover all time intervals. Wolf Grigorevich didn`t know, but
he always felt, where the energy of information was coming
from, often mentioning the ONE God. The ONE WHOLE will
be discovered just in a man, who finds the God inside himself.
And God will remind of Himself only to a man, who knows
Himself. By way of Sergey I delivered the message, that almost
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no one on the Earth knows anything about Himself. People don`t
know Themselves at all, but NOW life will highlight new rules
for the mankind. And now, so that to live you need not only
know yourselves, but understand which way to move. The Spirit, collected by you, will be discovered and you will be able to
see all existing ways. Wolf Messing felt his way and followed
it, having remained pure and unstained. He could remain himself: a collected God-man, highlighted by Love.
Remain yourself... What is it like? The mankind live not
thinking about their essence, wasting their parts here and there.
But I how I long to make people think about Holy thing, about
their forgotten holy coat with the real Divine name on it. I want
youto revive your Kin in your body, Revive all lost chains of information and moments of real life. I want you to recollect real
Yourselves. And I know a moment will come, as EVERYTHING is happening only HERE and only NOW. The mankind
has to learn to feel and think, being in the ONE God, feeling
their Avatar and their Planet. And only then all petty things,
which surrounded you, will disappear and Spaces of the ONE
WHOLE will settle inside you forever. Be yourselves. Be with
and in the ONE manifestation, which always differs, extends
and beloved. Look narrowly at people and you will see duality.
There is Divine duality and false duality. Divine duality connects two unseparable Spirits and false duality connects the imposed and distored images of dead and still things. False duality
has been imposed on a man since his birth. A man lives and
thinks only in the false context. There is no ONE WHOLE, you,
as God-people and anything alive within it. But NOW I have
found out dead things and revealed that lie for people. Now you
are to decide: to be outside the life or to contain the ONE
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WHOLE and be always and everywhere, remaining yourself,
feeling Yourself and your Spirit. Now you are to decide: to be or
not to be a God-man. But I am determined to reveal all mass
substitutions for all mankind and help people to find Themselves. There is one expression “ to burn away from love”. I
have seen such things many times, but Love will not allow its
owners to burn away. Hence the question arises: what makes
people burn? And I found out that people burn away because of
themselves. You need yourselves so much that you burn and
smolder from within. You are so small that everything dead and
lifeless within you is burning unintentionally. You fall ill, often
with fatal complaints, but it is strange that for a man it`s better
to die than to know thyself. You cry upon the Lord, begging to
save you. But the Lord in the person of Me always says to people, who applied to Me:
− I shall save only those people, who love Me.
You might ask:
− Why does He save only loving people?
− Because if people love Me, they love themselves as well.
And the Lord can save only a loving himself man.
In the universal Spaces there is a man, called Chi-Na. He
appeared on the Earth in order to create a state, where people
could set themselves free from the false duality and find the Divine one. Chi-Na always came from his Planet to the Earth,
keeping connection with his Spirit, joining the duality of two inseparable Spirits. And he always manifested in China, filling
with himself and pacing on that land. NOW Chi-Na lives and
works in China, but he has lost Connection with himself. All of
you know him, Jackie Chan is his name. Unfortunately he has
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fallen asleep and left it alone. And the seven took advantage of
it. They moved with their property from the USA to China so
that to keep on destroying the world. But I see everything and
there is no place for them in our world, that`s why I have introduced the Rhythm, they will not be able to resist. Jackie Chan,
wake up, your land and people are waiting for you and freedom
from the false duality.
Be in the free volume – is so vividly, that I cannot express
my feelings. Just imagine, that you are free to choose: whom
and where to be. You are free and don`t need anything, because
your Spirit and the Spirit of EVERYTHING that exists are with
you and the Holy Connection is filling up your flesh with the
life-giving warmth. Now the mankind on the Earth has no feeling of the ONE WHOLE and kinship. Almost every man, living
under illusions, has torn away a tiny piece from God. Being inside the tiny piece, a man keeps on tearing Divine pieces again
and again. NOW you will be able to understand what is happening on the Earth, I shall show you people and their illusory
world, divided into tiny pieces.
A winding river is flowing here, it is called the Earth. Look,
its source takes beginning from God and it seems to be endless.There is much cherished life in it. The river, called the
Earth, is the ONE with all forms of life. It feels all lives and every single one, calling it the expression of the ONE WHOLE.
The Earth river feels like mother for everyone. And now look:
deeply in the water living creatures began to delimit and divide
the territory. Mass dams were formed and they narrowed feeling-knowledge, the ONE-feeling and living life. Finally, living
creatures delimited the Earth river into billions of tiny dams.
The general flow and the ONE Connection were stopped. Living
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creatures separated, following their own outlook. The Earth river stopped feeling Itself and lost Its source and direction. Some
parts of the river, separated by dams, began to dry out, forming
mold and mud. The colour of the river changed from turquoise
to brown. That seemed to be the end: the river could dry out and
disappear. And what about its inhabitants, what is going to happen? Unfortunately, they don`t think about it.
Yes ..., this is roughly the case of the Earth NOW. Everything is divided into tiny pieces by the mankind and people accept God only in separate pieces. So what would you say, is it
possible to be in such state, be and live on the Earth? I`ll tell
you, it isn`t possible to live in such way. There would be nothing and nobody on the Earth, because the ONE life ought to be
with the ONE filling. God loves the mankind and gives Its
Space only because of this each of you(it would seem impossible) is manifested on the Earth. The ONE Space is NOW divided into tiny pieces. But it is not possible any more. Impossible,
indeed. That`s why with great Love the ONE God opened all
Spaces of EVERYTHING that EXISTS for all mankind. I have
already told you and say it again, that the energy of EVERYTHING is already on the Earth and inside you. It means that life,
which was full of illusions and comfortable for everyone, is
changing. NOW the mankind has to start feeling and feel deeply
the Spaces of EVERYTHING, and make some corrections in
their lives. NOW all Spaces, divided into tiny pieces, are united
into the ONE. Now it is necessary to feel all the Earth as the
ONE and accept inside yourselves all Spaces of EVERYTHING, as Wolf Grigorevich did. As soon as a man joins EVERYTHING inside himself, the fusion, UNION, God`s life, Loveknowledge will take place. I am not saying that it`s easy, and I
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am not saying it`s difficult. I know that`s Real for all people. Accept the ONE WHOLE inside yourselves and join EVERYTHING that EXISTS, with your Space, which is always able to
extend. Love will highlight, enter and fill with Itself every cell of
your body. You feel alive, capable of any manifestations of the
ONE WHOLE inside yourselves. An eternal life will settle inside
your body. Your Spirit will be saving for everyone. And a

man`s savity will depend on the man himself. It was written in
many scriptures. And it was also mentioned that saving of all
mankind will start from Ukraine. In this connection I offer all
ukrainians to UNIT. Saving of every man and the world is in the
UNITY of people. The Unity will break all tiny dams and the
Earth river will start its high-purity movement, giving freedom
and Love to everyone.
Eh… Love! How desired and vitally important it is for all
mankind! Only Love is able to help you find real Yourselves!
Only It inspires, introducing the one Rhythm of all Rhythms for
EVERYTHING and everyone. Love..., extract it from your incarnations and manifest It HERE and NOW on the Earth, giving
Its light to all Spaces. We cannot avoid mentioning one man,
named Luka. He was a prophet and lived about 10 000 years
ago. Luka was always speaking about Love everywhere. People asked him: “Why only Love is important for you?”, - and he
used to answer:
− Because, only being in Love, you can live always and
everywhere in Its luminescence. Only Love can bring you Joy
and Happiness.
Always and everywhere Luka glorified Love and was covered with Its light. And NOW I am speaking about Love and
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wish all mankind to revive ardent and Creating Love inside their
bodies. Create and CoCreate! People so often lose Creation and
CoCreation. They so often lose feelings and senses, which are
important for CoCreation and perception of the ONE WHOLE
inside themselves. So often people are driven away from Themselves, by imposing pseudo-concrete statements. False duality so
often takes your place. I am asking you again, each of you:
− Why do you allow to stupefy, charm and lose yourselves? Why do you behave like that with yourselves and EVERYTHING that EXISTS?
NOW the changes in the Rhythm of the Earth and EVERYTHING that EXISTS, will alter, prevent you from illusions,
and, you know, I want you to be ready for such changes. Life is
being changed for everyone NOW, and you need to be in one
Rhythm, in divine union with God, your Plabet and Avatar. It is
necessary for you to understand and accept the ONE WHOLE in
you, and then, the Earth river will renew its moving in the one
Rhythm with everybody. You can`t even imagine NOW what
means being in the one rhythm with EVERYTHING that EXISTS. But I`ll show you these feelings and senses. NOW you
will be able to see Me by way of spiritual sight: I am standing in
front of you in my Space. I am wearing a white dress, embroidered with red and golden roses. I am pointing at the Space of
everything that Exists. If you are able to hear and see, look and
hear, NOW the God of the ONE WHOLE has come to you.
Your bodies has experienced changes NOW. The cells of your
bodies are ready for God. All combinations of energies are inside of you NOW. Look at me, I am smiling to you and showing
my right hand. I am drawing a circle on the palm of the right
hand with my forefinger. The circle is growing and NOW it has
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become so huge, that you cannot see Me. Come into this circle.
And look around now. You can see a great number of Galaxies,
but that`s not all. Look more narrowly and you will be able to
see overlapping people`s silhouettes. Now you can see that Galaxies are inserted into these silhouettes. But overlapping doesn`t
disturb them, vice versa, it helps them to open new Spaces again
and again.
This UNION is appealed and felt by people. In this UNION there are neither poor nor rich people, neither first nor last,
neither right nor left. In this UNION there are no religions, because people are connected with God, their Spirit and the ONE
Spirit, their Planet and Avatar. Religion was introduced into
people`s lives in order to develop man`s feelings and senses,
which could help feeling the ONE WHOLE and his Space. But
priests treated religion in such manner that instead of the one
there appeared 119 religions, which spread throughout the Earth.
NOW theologians can object and present facts about the number
of religions and other branches, but it doesn`t matter NOW. It is
important to understand reality, but the reality is that priests
were able to wipe all feelings and senses out of religion. After
such deliberate work religion became just an instrument in for
those people, who wish to rule the mankind. Used by people,
who just hide behind God, religion is keeping to its aims and
tasks. I don`t completely understand why people follow blindly
all lies and don`t even look around: why has policy in religions
brought no happiness to anyone in the world? Why haven`t religions achieved understanding for thousands of years? Is it because of their egoistical aims? In the face of the ONE God
NOW I am revealing the falsity of the whole religious world.
You can`t be trusted, clergymen, and you have never been trust~ 45 ~

ed. It is necessary to understand that system, controlled by
priests, kept a fraud, by way of which false understanding of
God was called a religion. You can compare all possible religions and find out the fact that in all religions God is considered
to be the Father, who looks down the earth and cares for his
slaves. It is also said in religions that sooner or later all the mankind will come to God and have a talk. God`s Mother is also
mentioned as she talked to God. You can say that I have also
mentioned the Father, God`s Mother as She was able to see the
Father and talk to Him. Yes, I revealed the truth for you. But the
sense conveyed by religions, bends the truth, saying that the Father is the one God. Do you know why only one God is left in
religions? Priests understood that in this way they could scrub
out understanding of the image of God-man and the ONE God.
And I have informed you that God`s Mother talked to her God.
Jesus also talked and felt only his God and his Spirit. Buddha
searched only for Himself and his God, who he really was.
While in all religions only one God-Father is mentioned and He
is the almighty one. I always transferred the energy of information to all mankind about all people as Gods. I said about no
first nor last. I said about all of you as Gods but you forgot about
it. Not everyone hears Me and those who made you forget
Youself as God-man now use the mankind as they wish. But I
am inspired by the thought that any man, who wants to recollect
and collect Himself will be able to find Himself in a second.
And you shouldn`t ask Me NOW if it is possible, because as
soon as each of you is able to tune on your Spirit he will be able
to answer this question. Many people can ask Me not to blame
the whole religious world because every religion has got a holy
thing. But I shall answer in this way: let`s recollect Adolf Hitler,
who was accursed by everyone. I want to reverse what he had
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done, because he, unlike those who accursed him didn`t lie neither to himself nor his Spirit that led him. He is one of the few
who wasn`t in any of religions at that time. One of the few he
was honest with himself and with all the mankind. And no matter how strange it sounds NOW, but he was a God-man, who
understood and felt his Spirit. He had a lack of Love, he forgot
about ITS light, that`s why the war, organized by him, caused
many deaths and disasters. But I`ll say it again, that he was the
God-man and didn`t tuck away somewhere behind, always told
openly about his intentions before the world. But the world
wasn`t ready for his reforms. It wasn`t ready to accept God into
their bodies and themselves. It wasn`t ready to take responsibility both for themselves and the Earth. At that moment people
were searching for a man, who could make the world a better
place. Adolf Hitler was that very man, who involved all energies
of the mankind and walked people through the way, which
seemed to be right for him and could make people happy. But
only Love wasn`t felt by him. This is the only reason of the war
on the Earth, which caused many deaths. And the mankind
should realize that Adolf Hitler is inside everybody, no matter
how strange it would sound, they shouldn`t blame. Adolf just
fulfilled your wishes. NOW many facts about World War II will
be revealed. Isn`t the mankind ready to accept the truth? Isn`t it
ready to understand that even if a few people accepted the
movement “Roza Mira” at that very moment the events would
change for the best. But it is much easier to blame others than
understand the reason and find yourself.
Love..., only Love can help everyone to understand himself and see the Reality of any event in full. Only Love can help
you find your core, which can be trusted and help you not to
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blame others, because when you blame others, you see only
yourselves. And this is the truth. NOW you should take responsibility both for youselves and the Whole Earth, for everything
that was and will be. And only in this way you will be able to
regain the reality in EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL
EXIST. Only being with such filling every man will be able to
find out the light of Love in every manifestation or action on the
Earth. Because nothing happens without God`s knowledge on
the Earth planet. Let it seem chaotic and unfair, but you should
know that everything that happens is approved by God.
− But how could that be? So much brutality is done in the
world and how could that be approved by God? - you can ask
again.
Approved or not approved ..., it is necessary to understand
that nothing happens on the Earth without God`s participation.
The injustice, found out by people, leads nowhere, because there
are no such notions as right or wrong, fair or unfair, good or
bad, good or evil action etc. You should realize: what is good
for one man can be bad for another one and this is not an indicator of good or evel, this is an indicator of your Space. Before
manifesting anything on the Earth every man has to sum up all
existing Spaces in order to keep universal harmony. This is so,
indeed, but I want to show you multidimensity in the universal
Spaces. Just multidimensional understanding of EVERYTHING
that EXISTS reveals God in you. I wish all the mankind would
recollect how to feel and think in multidimensional Essence and
there is no other way.
− Essence, what meaning does this word convey in reality?you might ask.
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I shall highlight the lost meaning of this word. Look,
NOW I shall show you a video. Don`t be confused by the word
“video”, you need to know: our organisms contain everything
that exists and will exist. And everything that is sold in shops,
for instance, household appliance, is just similarity of perfection. Now look:
In the settlement, called Inastye, lived a young man. His
job was to discover the ONE WHOLE in any Space and disclose
kinship between people.
− You are all relatives, - he said to people.
But many people thought it to be a lie. Ravayas, was the
name of that man, never took offence at people, who didn`t believe him. He realized that he lacked something, but he couldn`t
understand what.
One day a stranger knocked at his door. Ravayas opened
the door and let the man in.
− Let`s introduce ourselves, - suggested the stranger, - I am
kinned as Vashko. And what about you? - he asked.
− My name is Ravayas. Tell me, why did you use an unusual word “ kinned”? - asked Ravayas.
− Why not?… Ravayas, that was you, who pronounced that
word for the first time.
− When?
− You might have forgotten me too?
− You…, − said Ravayas with his eyes strained. − But
when did we meet?
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− You have forgotten everything. Look: while revealing the
ONE Spaces for people, they can`t believe you. And there is one
reason for this. Tell me what does the UNIVERSAL ONE Space
mean for you?
− Well, that`s something that always was and will be unchangeable.
− Why unchangeable? But as you know, God is changing
in his eternal extension and that is in his NATURE.
− NATURE? − reasked Ravayas with hesitation.
− In his NATURE, certainly. Haven`t you completely
fogotten Yourself?
− Now I don`t understand anything.
− Because the NATURE of yours and other Spaces are not
perceived by you. You see?
− I can`t understand, but I feel something inside, that I am
not able to explain.
− I see, and in this connection I suggest you to extend yourself.
− But how, how can I extend myself?
− It`s quite easy, you just need to start the process of extension inside yourself. Make it a rule to tune on your Planet and
Avatar every morning. This will be a firmament for you and you
will be able to build and extend your Sphere.
− Sphere? What`s this? − asked Ravayas.
− You will understand, I shall not explain it to you NOW.
Just get accustomed to my vision and you will start an eternally
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extending program inside yourself. People will believe you then
and your service for God will be illuminated by Spirit. Well, it`s
time for me to leave. Don`t forget my words, otherwise you will
continue going round in a circle of all lives, turning yourself
around illusions and samsara.
Multidimensional manifestation and extension of EVERYTHING that EXISTS and WILL EXIST is in man`s NATURE.
The NATURE of everyone is inside people. And you should feel
and sense the NATURE inside yourselves. And then, God will
come to you and tell everything that can be about yourselves.
And you will know that God is you, and you are God, this is the
truth, which was concealed by priests. Every moment of life
God highlights the whole eternity, which doesn`t know neither
second nor minute, neither hour nor day, because the eternal,
constantly extending cannot realize the final manifestation.«I
have given you the LIGHT: the LIGHT is eternity, the LIGHT
is Love, the Light is Me. God forbid! Heaven save you from
forgetting the Light and Love, if it happens you will forget
Me». In this way the CREATOR expressed His disappointment,
when the mankind began to reject Themselves. The CREATOR
also said for all Spaces: «Everybody, who forgets Himself, will
go to chasm of hopelessness. Everybody, who forgot me, will
turn out to be only in front of himself. But he, who turns out to
be in front of himself, will lose EVERYTHING. There will be
lots of groans, cries, illnesses and deaths. And I can see it now,
but cannot help, because each of you is God». I always told
people the CREATOR`S words, but almost anyone wanted to
hear neither Me nor Him. All the mankind, being reborn again,
turned out to be only in front of themselves. Not in front of the
true and collected Themselves, but in front of the lost, confused
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and doomed man. Any time, after manifestation, a man turned
out to be in front of himself and in front of disharmonious creations, which were the result of his ignorance and lack of feelings. I have already described that any man`s deed doesn`t disappear anywhere but keeps on going stronger. And starting your
new incarnation, you see only what is left from the previous
manifestation on the Earth. You will not be able to see anything
new. For example, self-murderers pass away and appear to be in
the non-existence, but God takes them back on the Earth. After
manifestation on the Earth, people, who committed suicide, find
themselves in the same chains, clothes and with the same emptiness in their souls. But now it will be more difficult to escape
from this heartbreaking emptiness, which appeared owing to
them only. Many people, when leaving their lives, are waiting
changes for the best somewhere …, but everybody has to return
there, where particles of the energy of their soul are waiting for
them. It will be more difficult for a man to collect Himself inside after return. And people have been living in such circle for
billions of years. Every man, living on the planet, should understand NOW: with every following life you tear and lose yourselves again and again.

“Yet there must be a resolution and it is inside each of you.
The resolution is You”. And I advice every man to find resolution
only inside himself, because no one except you can find true
you. I have found out some kind of vampire attitude in all fields
of man`s life, which prevents a man from understanding himself.
People also got accustomed that someone makes decisions instead of them. Many mothers and fathers rule their children as
they wish; it would be nice if parents felt their child and did not
interfere with his goals on the Earth. Further on the system has
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discovered narrow tracks, the mankind follows. And on these
tracks, organised by the system, people also give parts of Themselves, not relying on themselves. You can ask how it happens
and ask to give an example. I`ll just prompt you and you will
find out examples in your lives. Look, almost every man has
created many stereotypes in his life, imposed by the system. For
instance, you think in this way: doctors are people, who have to
heal you. But without stereotypes, worked out by the system,
you will see the reality. And the reality is following: every man
is a man mainly and then we speak about his competencies at
work. By the word man I mean Space, covering all existing
Spaces and everyone has to be inside this Space. But people get
used to think that firstly a man is a doctor, baker, hairdresser,
carpenter, miner and only then he is a man. And many people
treat each other like that, saying: “If you are a hairdresser, you
have to serve me, if you are a doctor, you have to cure me”, entrusting yourself to other people. Such unidimensional attitude to people reveals vampirism in a man. Image of the count
Dracula exists in reality and it is not a fiction. And this deeprooted image keeps on drinking blood. I reveal vamp attitude of
people to each other and suggest the following: people, you
treated each other with Love; you loved each other and never
entrusted yourself to other people; each of you always felt and
understood Yourself and hence you felt and understood other
people; you never entrusted yourself to others, because Spaces
of the whole mankind, you loved and respected, were highlighted inside you. I can`t even imagine for an instant what is it like
to entrust myself to other people. People, treat yourselves and
others with Love, appreciation and respect. That`s the only way
to remove vampirism from your life. That`s the only way to feel
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Love in your hearts. That`s the only way to be a real man. Otherwise ...
Unidimensional attitude of the mankind to EVERYTHING that EXISTS makes dams both in your Space and the
Earth Space. The formed dams stop the universal flow of energies and hence the universal assumed feeling and understanding
each other remains unclaimed by people. Love cannot be manifested inside you because of the Holy Connection. The whole
mankind suffers and tests itself only because the dams, formed
by you, blocked happiness, joy and Love. I don`t only see that
picture but also feel it. That`s why I suggest to pay attention to
your attitude to EVERYTHING, to the ONE manifestation of
God and to yourselves as well. And only then you will be able
to see recklessness, which divided the ONE WHOLE to pieces.
By the way, have you ever wondered why many people have
phobias of spiders, snakes, leeches, some species of plants and
so on? I shall reveal the universal information field and you will
be able to realize, feel deeply and understand everything you
lost. Many kingdoms of Flora and Fauna, which would help
people to increase their feelings inside and extend any of the existing Spaces, were felt deeply and manifested by the CREATOR and God-men. That means, for instance, a shark helped to
illuminate, keep and increase the space of any family, highlighted by Love. Yes, you haven`t misheard, a shark helped every
family to extend its space, it increased both feelings and senses
and expanded new possibilities and horizons.
A spider and spiders, except their physical work, increase
and extend the Space of a circle. I`ll make it clear: the term and
the sign of eternity in maths are shown in the form of circles put
on each other. So, a spider disconnects two circles, separating
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them, and in this way helps a man to remain himself. People,
who are afraid of spiders, superposed two or more circles inside
themselves, thus forgot about their wholeness. If to decipher
maths terms for instance, an endless, eternally extending circle
is your Space. And now imagine, that your Space was mixed
with other Spaces of people. In reality we have a mixture without you. Phobia of spiders will grow into realized, assumed mutual understanding only when a man finds himself, in other
words, identifies himself in that mixture. Sergey, for example,
was afraid of spiders, but NOW he noticed that fear had gone
away and he began to feel and understand spiders` Spaces. Now
he feels spiders, and they feel him in their turn. That mutual
feeling reveals the universal Space, in which Sergey can separate and identify Himself through the energy of spiders. Spiders
and a spider will help in his work, both mental and physical.
This example can show you manifestation of two unseparable
Spirits. In such work even the most poisonous spider on Earth
under no circumstances harms its partner, or rather, a friend.
Snakes have to balance disharmony and reveal adultery in
relations between a man and a woman. Snakes never allow people to forget about entire relations between a man and a woman.
They are also hearth and Love keepers, as well as sharks.
Moles, our underground friends, are to extend man`s Space
outside the Earth. Moles contain information of three Galaxies,
called Razverstakiya, Prospartrakciya and Grophlayziya. These
Galaxies have manifested recently, according to space measurements. So, Grotos, a God-man from the Grophlayziya galaxy,
created a mole, who had to join energies of 3 unseparable Galaxies in people. The mole differentiates and integrates missing
energies into people. And lost organs haven`t been in demand
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yet. The mole also spends all his life underground and can serve
a man as his underground eyes and underground helper. For example, you felt a water source 350 metres underground and it is
about to rise of deep earth. Not to mistaken and find a precise
place for the output, you ask the mole to dig the hole through to
a certain place. And that partnership is based on the mutual feeling of Spaces. Moles often meet people, but there is no use in it.
People often kill moles, because, to their mind, moles harm gardens. But if people accepted moles` energy, that cooperation
would bring many changes not only in the garden, but in man`s
self-consciousness.
White tiger. By the way, the white tiger was Created in
Cocreation by two God-men on the planet, called Glastya, in the
Sagittarius constellation. The white tiger has to guard and renew
Cocreation in a man. White tigers are rare on the Earth NOW.
But it used to appear suddenly in man`s Space and help in his
Creations, by extending the universal Space. Sergey can recollect his incarnation, in which he spoke to the white tiger. The
tiger, feeling universal Spaces, wished to tell him about necessity to fill up his Creation with summarizing missing Spaces, forgotten by people. Then Sergey patted the tiger and said:
− I know you and I see summarizing of universal Spaces
inside you, but NOW, people will not be able to understand
what you suggest me. A suitable moment will come on the Earth
planet and you will come to me again, we shall manifest in the
ONE CoCreation everything we planned.
A crow and a raven. These birds appeared as the result of
growing disharmony on the Earth. The crow and the raven are
flying in the places with a lack of disharmonious energy. They
collect and concentrate disharmonious energy, by their balanc~ 56 ~

ing the Universal Space. Looking at these birds, people usually
say: “ A misfortune came into that house, near which you can
see a flock of crows”. But I shall explain it in the opposite way:
a flock of crows highlight fortune in that place.
Parrot. This gorgeous bird is to reveal and connect two
worlds. Two worlds. People usually mean the physical world
and netherworld. So, parrots help a man to feel deeply his
Space, Planet and Firmament. This bird always tries to help
people find their Space and Planet. If you have a budgie, for example, you will be able to feel you Space, Planet and Firmament
easily. And if you have a bigger parrot, you will be able not only
to feel but to see the opening horizons of your and other Spaces.
You can observe different ways of their behaviour. A small parrot, budgie, behaves softly, often moving in the cage in order to
show himself and attract attention. While a bigger parrot, cockatoo, for example, remains calm, often looking at you, but speaks
only when you need to feel your Space and connect to your
Planet.
Squirrel. Squirrels are like Golospervashli Galaxy in their
image and likeness. You might ask Me:
− Do the Galaxies have different images?
Yes, they do. Every Galaxy has its image, CoCreated by
God-people or a God-man. A squirrel deeply outlines 4 spirals
of the Golospervashli Galaxy. What does that mean? That mistress can lead any man through all Galaxy spirals. Lead through
means help to hold inside every single spiral, every Solar system
and every Planet. You could notice that squirrels make homes
on conifers, more often on pines. The pine Space looks like the
squirrel Space. When a squirrel chooses pine as the place for its
home, Spaces of EVERYTHING that EXISTS are manifested in
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It and a squirrel is able to help men in work with the ONE
WHOLE and in the ONE WHOLE.
I revealed Flora and Fauna energy, took a little of the
mistery out their meaning and I wish every man on the Earth felt
deeply an unseparable Connection with the world and the kingdom of animals, insects, birds, thalassophilus and plant kingdom
as well. But I am asking again:
− Are you ready for extending yourselves? Are you ready
to accept all possible combinations of the Flora and Fauna energies? Do you think these energies are waiting for your participation? Are you ready to participate in EVERYTHING that EXISTS? Are you ready to fill up the equilateral cross, by which
the CREATOR christened each of you?
I know and give the energy of information to everyone that
if the equilateral cross is not filled up in a man, there is no need
to speak about his destiny. Ask, why? I have delivered through
Sergey in the series of books “Roza Mira”, that only I highlight
and direct every man in the world. You can start arguing and
proving again, but I shall not prove anything, because I don`t
need to do it. All of you, sooner or later, will come to Me and
you will be ashamed again then. But I want each of you to take
your destiny with your own Divine hands. Otherwise, I`ll have
to throw you down from my Space. And it is happenning now.
Try to understand, when you appear in front of yourselves,
without Divine Connection, without feeling your Planet, Avatar,
Firmament, you will pray. But when it happens, I shall not be
with you. Such situation will be very difficult, or rather, the
most difficult for the whole period of your existence in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. And I wish a collected equilateral
cross manifested in each of you. And when it happens, I shall be
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always with you, because the Divine Connection will highlight
inside you and in every single cell of your body. In such condition nothing can threaten you, because EVERYTHING that EXISTS and EVERYTHING that WILL EXIST will be highlighted
inside you.
I always want to tell people how wonderful and inspiring to
be God in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. But how can I express
that man doesn`t perceive? It is impossible. I always said that a
moment would come, when you will have to fill yourselves up
in equilateral cross to be manifested on the Earth, in other
words, contain EVERYTHING, ALL Spaces of EVERYTHING
that EXISTS and WILL EXIST, which are eternally extending
every 1,5 milliseconds. And NOW that moment has come. Now
I know: to be embodied on the Earth, you`ll have to be both in
your own and universal Spirit. I forsee that number of inhabitants on the Earth will be reduced to a third. People, not able to
manifest themselves on the Earth Planet, will stay in the nonexistence. But there is no place for anyone, there is nothing except dead or lifeless there. That`s why you`d better hurry up to
buy a ticket into eternal manifestation of yourselves. That`s why
hurry up to collect yourselves. That`s why everyone has to prevent vampirism, which doesn`t let people to feel and understand
what they need every 1,5 milliseconds on the Earth. I want and
wish harmony and beauty would live on the Earth! Beauty of
thoughts, beauty of CoCreation, beauty of the Creator! I am very
sorry for those people, who will not be able to understand this.
But at the same time I am very happy that many people will feel
deeply and understand harmony and beauty of CoCreation and
Creation. Now I am telling you a story, that happened and might
happen.
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An unusual boy was born in one settlement.
− Gracios, certainly, Gracios. This name suits my son more
than others, - said Elena, having noticed fascinating harmony,
beauty and grace in her son.
When Gracios became a young man, he noticed that incredible by volume feelings and senses seized upon him. People,
who lived in that settlement, also noticed an incredible beauty,
grace and harmony in the man. He expressed many Spaces with
his gestures: water, nature, animals, birds and insects. Love was
highlighted in his gait. And Spirit manifested in his smile. People were not able to understand, but felt and loved him very
much, so much, that Love to him healed everyone.
One of the clear days someone knocked at his door. He
opened and saw an unusual, beautiful girl. Gracios was at a loss
for words and said with hesitation:
− Let`s introduce ourselves, my name is Gracios.
− I am Krasnaya, - the girl said gently.
− You seem familiar to me, even more, it seems to me that
I love you, - said Gracios.
− Lear Rustam, at last we have met. Fate was always bringing us together, but a meaningful moment didn`t let us be together. And only NOW I am sure, we`ll be together.
All of a sudden tears rolled down his face and Gracios said:
− Yes, you are right, my dear and beloved, Lukava. NOW I
have recollected everything. I was always looking for you during all my lives, but I perplexed myself. I was always loving you
and my love was always with me. «Life is so good», − always
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said my friends in many incarnations.во But I couldn`t notice
life. And only now I understand why. I have completely lost
myself and I had to look for something I had left. NOW the reality has cleared up. I understand everything. And only now we
can be together. Yes ..., only now. Now I understand, if we
hadn`t collected ourselves, our Spirit, we would not have collected a meaningful moment, where we could have been together.
They were standing, looking at each other, and Spirit was
highlighted and manifested in their smiles, and also the ONE
Spirit, which said:
− The manifesting moment for collecting yourselves
might be only in realizing your Spirit, the ONE Spirit and
Love.
Such information was spreading throughout the Earth and
was manifested in every man.
− My dear, I see our past, present and future HERE and
NOW, that`s why I know, feel and understand: we have nothing
to beafraid of, because EVERYTHING is inside us and only we
make decisions and reproduce vivifying moments.
Only in such way, My dear readers, with the manifestation
of awareness, meaningful changes, bringing life, Love, joy and
happiness, happen in the world. But what prevents people from
feeling and finding their essence? Only through realizing yourselves, understanding and feeling your Spirit, you are able to reproduce realized vivifying moments in your lives, reproduce
fate, which is more suitable, reproduce the eternal extending of
yourself: God-man. You wish it, don`t you? You cannot exist
without Yourself: the Whole man. I want to ask peopl:
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− What life means to you?
And I know answers to this question. Some people will say,
that happiness is the most important thing in their life. Others
will say that health is the most important in their life. I know
more: the most important in our life is to have children. Very often parents, not understanding or feeling, download children`s
energy and live with its help. Money and wealth are also very
important in life. So, the result is this: NOW the mankind is able
to live by way of vampirism and that`s a shocking fact for
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. Anyone knows or feels Himself,
his Spirit, that means he doesn`t know the ONE Spirit as well.
That means only the following: the whole mankind got lost in
the illusory world, created by priests. I am the first woman,
made by the CREATOR, in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, I feel
and see the following: almost every man on the Earth is a vampire, sucking blood from other people; those people in their turn
vampire energy from others. And here we have “the Mankind of
users and consumers”. People never wanted to notice that, because they were afraid to see themselves. But I am highlighting
the reality, look: this is your life, people. Life, where no one
knows if he is a user or consumer. He may be both. If we stop
vampirism NOW, many people will die and vanish off the face
of the earth. That means the mankind has forged happiness for
vampirism. Love and joy were replaced by users. Isn`t that nice
life? That`s just illusion and nothing more. But the CREATOR
and I has just stopped vampirism. And after publishing this
book, a man, who vampires energy from others, will vampire
poison. If you live for your children only, not for youselves, the
poison in your organisms will kill you. If you live for your husband or wife only, that poison will kill you. If you live for job
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only and stick to it, the poison will also appear, because the
CREATOR and I are warning all people: not only vampirism is
mortal, but being user is also fatal for those people, who take
refuge in illusions. If you let others to vampire yourselves, you
will also consume deadly poison. Poison will appear in people`s
organisms, like a fly or a worm, out of nowhere. The CREATOR didn`t make space for consumers and users. NOW many
people can ask Me:
− How should we live in such Rhythm?
Only through feeling Yourself – the whole man. Only
through feeling your Spirit, your Solar system, your Sun, your
Planet, your Avatar. And this is the only way to stand on your
Firmament, showing your Sphere, which can be always extended. And there is no other way to survive on the Earth NOW. I
encourage you not to be afraid of real Yourselves. Each of you
felt and knew how to find and manifest yourselves in EVERYTHING that EXISTS, in any place of the Universal Spaces, to
say nothing of the Earth, which you loved very much. Sergey,
for example, is feeling his Spirit in parts NOW. And when the
Spirit comes into his body, he becomes free from illusion,
which whispers to all mankind: only family is important for you,
only husband or wife is important for you, only children are important for you, only job and money are important for you and
so on. He felt deeply that Space is the most important for him,
and only then, when he has two unseparable Spirits in it, there is
a place for family, wife, children, mothers and fathers. He realized, that only when he doesn`t feel his Space, forgetting his
Spirit, Himself: the whole man, he becomes a user or consumer.
But when he feels his Planet inside, turning It around in his
stomach, feels his Avatar, only then he stands on the Firmament,
and no one can push him aside, hence there is neither using nor
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consuming inside his body. Now the Spirit takes him to happiness, joy and Love. On that way he feels Me and the CREATOR, through Me, Adam and the general Spirit. Then the Holy
Connection, leaving your heart, goes to the stomach and after
that, being liquid, spreads throughout the body. Such selfreproducing process makes adequacy, by reproducing the Love
hormone. About one hundred kilos of Love hormone can be
produced per day. And Sergey should understand that he was
My and Adam`s first son and the third man in EVERYTHING
that EXISTS and WILL EXIST. He is My first son, who inherited the most of Me. Through Me the Holy Connection goes to his
heart, and then gets into stomach, forming a white smoke; the
white smoke turns into liquid state and spreads throughout the
body, producing Love hormone and adequacy. Going through
Sergey, the Holy Connection goes to the second child, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth
child of Adam and Eve. If he stops and forgets his Spirit, his
body will be filled up with water, trying to fill up emptiness.
And I`ll have nothing to do, but to stop the Holy Connection,
descending from Me and guide it around to the other side. But
you should understand that in this case the original energy of information, Holy Spirit will not be full, which causes disharmony
on the Earth again. And that will make troubles for Me. I have
already told you that the first 12 and you, most of all, are to balance all existing Spaces and bring into them extension, accompanied by Holy Connection. I am ireniya of the one, accompanied by Holy Connection. Through Spirit you will always be
able to feel Yourself: the whole man. And the mankind will be
able to feel Themselves through you. So, that`s a scheme. Your
Space is collected in your Spirit, and when you feel your Spirit,
you are inside your Space, where you are eternally-extending,
eternally-different, eternally-complete.That is your Firmament,
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which allows to develop Sphere. You have already noticed that
mankind develops and starts moving only when We are in multidimensional movement. And We must stop for the mankind to
stop. That`s why you`d better not pity yourself, not beg, just live
and keep on moving, being inside your Spirit. And if your Spirit
is calling, guiding you along illuminated way, that means you
should follow your Spirit. Reality, happiness, joy and Love will
be always highlighted on this way. You will not betray yourself
on this way and I am sure, that you know the worst thing is to
betray Yourself. Let in Your Spirit, not in parts, but as a whole,
and you will see what real life is. NOW I am taking you to your
Spirit and you will be able to feel deeply Yourself as a whole
man. Now everything will change for you and for everyone. See
you soon!!!
The energy of information, transmitted by Me, is distributing and redistributing throughout the Earth, correcting and extending all Spaces. But it is necessary to understand: all the
mankind and every man individually identifies and is the Universe himself. He contains yin and yang, all cosmic energies.
But the mankind make dams on their native planet, not understanding Universal processess. Unconsciousness in people prevents space from extending and distributing, that`s why illusion
and its consequences appear on the Earth and outside. The ESSENCE I have told you about, is also manifested in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. The ONE WHOLE and the ONE God are
also present in every millimeter of visible and unvisible physics. Combination of two unseparable Spirits in EVERYTHING
that EXISTS is manifested by the ESSENCE. And now I am
revealing the future, which has already been identified. Look!
Many people on the Earth don`t know, that some dams inside
and near them are destroying and the Holy Spirit will fill up not
only their bodies, but the Earth and everything outside It. The
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Holy Spirit will bring back all lost parts of the energy. Knowing
it, I warned and I am warning all the mankind again, that no one
can get away from himself NOW. Those, who are not prepared
to accept Themselves, will die. NOW the moment has come,
which was described in many scriptures and all people were
warned. And the Holy Lamb will appear, many people will

be burnt by Him. The Lamb, which was mentioned in many scriptures, has already appeared! Your Spirit is inside you, people. Are
you going to get on with Him? Are you going to understand
Him? You can`t even imagine how frequent, clear, extensional
and multidimensional is the energy, which came down to you.
Are you going to hold Yourselves inside you. People, who
doesn`t know, understand or feel Me: Zeranta, will not be able
to follow the way, highlighted by the ONE God for all mankind
NOW. And I want to ask you again:
− Have you thought about your further life? Only 2 per cent
of the mankind understand Themselves consciously. By saying 2
per cent I mean 11 billions of people, who live now and will live
on the Earth. The rest 98 per cent of the mankind, who take one
day or life at a time, not thinking about life after death. I`ve got
a question:
− Can`t you feel or understand yourselves and your bodies?
The energy of information about all your incarnations is highlighted in every single cell of your bodies. Man`s ability to feel
and understand himself is called intuition by you. But I call intuition not ability, but consciousness, Humanity, Godhood, Holy
Spirit in a man. The Holy Trinity comes down to those people,
who are connected with their ESSENCE. Do you know the
meaning of the Holy Trinity? Do you know anything about your
ESSENCE? «From father to son», − they said, when father gave
his experience to his son. I`d like to add and transform man`s
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understanding of the Holy Trinity, as tradition to give experience from father to his son started when people forgot realized
understanding of the Holy Trinity. God the Father, God the Son
and the Holy Ghost filling up both Father and son. In other
words, Father is you, God. Son is your manifestation on the
Earth, the Holy Ghost is two unseparable Spirits, highlighting
your ESSENCE. Serafim Sarovsky contained the Holy Trinity
inside himself. I also contain the Holy Trinity. I have never died,
for many ions of non-existent time I have been in conscious
state, the whole man on the Earth. For many ions of non-existent
time on the Earth I have seen one and the same event, you participate in. And I am saying: that event is not for nervous people, because I see everything, that can see only CREATOR. And
the CREATOR says with Love: «Our dear People, Our dear sons

and daughters. All of you are loved by us, We wish your birth,

manifestation, insight very much, which fills Our heart with
bigger inspiration for all Spaces. That`s why, loving you and
all Spaces, illuminated by Love I decided to experiment. It
has never been performed during the time of the Earth and
mankind existence. Everything that is happening on the
Earth NOW is a multidimensional Project, realized by Me
and Zeranta. And there are no privileges for anyone in this
Project. That means the following: the dam of the illusory
world is destroying and the Reality of two unseparable Spirits, which identify your ESSENCE, is manifested. Through
Zeranta the ESSENCE goes down the whole mankind. The
eternal extending, highlighted by Holy Connection, has been
manifested inside your bodies. Whether you want it or not,
you have to make your choice, which defines and identifies
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Divine ESSENCE in every single man. But you should
know: people, who didn`t wish to accept and understand
Themselves: whole men, will be left without CREATOR`S
Light and Zeranta`s Light. In this book Zeranta gave
information about the ONE WHOLE and made an example. Don`t you remember the One moving machine, the details of which are self-sufficient only feeling and being in
the ONE Whole? That`s indeed in Reality. People, who accepted the ONE WHOLE inside themselves, will be the
ONE WHOLE with EVERYTHING that EXISTS. People, who didn`t accept the ONE WHOLE, will be alone.
This fate is unenviable, it will take a man out of the visible
world and bring him into emptiness. This fate will not illuminate you in the visible world. To exist(I mean those people, who will not accept the ONE WHOLE inside themselves) you will have to highlight yourselves by your own.
But it is impossible, taking into consideration, that Zeranta
always highlighted you and helped everyone to realize their
wholeness. Each of you even under such circumstances
didn`t want to accept the ONE WHOLE. And how can
you realize Yourself: the whole man and accept the ONE
WHOLE, being in the non-existence? As there will not be
Zeranta or Me near you. Only in 1000 years time She will
go down to you and ask about your intention, and if your
answer satisfies Her, you will have another chance to find
Yourself. But if your answer is not conscious, 1000 period
of time will be extended to infinity, till everyone wishes
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consciousness, wholeness, ESSENCE. Such moment has
come NOW. Whether you want it or not, you will have either to reveal the extending process inside yourself or shut
yourself down in the non-existence».
Zeranta: I am sending the light-blue rays of consciousness
to all people on the Earth. Grace of the Holy Connection is coming upon you. Look, feel and hear, the Holy Connection is highlighting each of you NOW. From Me the Holy Connection is
coming upon Sergey, further on upon the second child of Adam
and Eve, the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the
eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the twelfth, further the
Holy Connection fills up the following 12 people and then the
next 12 people, and the same is about all people not only on the
Earth but in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. My dear people,
NOW the moment has come, you always dreamt about. Each of
you dreamt to find yourselves. I explained every man what they
should do to bring back painlessly the lost cells of information
field. Each of you was informed that only I can help you to find
Yourselves. I explained everyone why Me but not anyone else,
and you understood. Why don`t you hear Me NOW? Don`t you
see? Maybe, because after manifestation on the Earth, you don`t
wish to know Yourselves. NOW I see people saying:
− We know, see and feel our God. What can you suggest
us, we don`t have?
I shall answer:
− You have been saying to Me about one and the same for
billions of non-existing years. And I am trying to lead you out of
a vicious circle of senselessness. But I always said and I am saying:
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− from the CREATOR Holy Connection comes upon Me
and Adam, further it comes upon all people. How can you feel
deeply Holy Connection in your hearts if you don`t let Me come
closer to you? I am not frightful, why are you afraid of Me?
Why do you put your pride above Source, above Me? What
should I do with you? Tell me... Yes... I know your answer. It is
the same as billions of years ago. You have your own God and
your own way, where you never come across Me or the Creator.
Well, so be it!
I am very sorry for those people, who go from one billion
years of imprisonment to another billion of illusory, unhappy,
senseless lives. I wish you to collect Yourselves just once after
you loss. It would be your rescue, but … I see: it might not happen, or might happen... I always said and I am saying again:
− I don`t need anything from you, but you need to get your
Spaces from Me. If only people could feel all the Earth, Solar
system, all Solar systems, all Golospervashli Galaxy, I am sure
they would be always responsible and conscious.When you feel
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, and not only feel but keep EVERYTHING inside, you realize: if you forget and leave all Spaces, EVERYTHING will go to pieces. Almost all mankind has
fallen asleep, but I am keeping your Spaces to give them back to
you. I live among people, but unlike you, I am keeping not only
my own Space, but yours as well, trying to awaken God inside
you. You have to believe Me and always feel Me, and only then
you will find everything you had lost. Look, NOW you will see
a scene: Donetsk, the city of roses. Have you ever thought why
Donetsk was called “the city of roses”? I am going to reveal the
reality for you. My favourite flower is a red rose. Being on the
Earth, I am always dreaming, planning and creating. So one of
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my dreams was the following: all cities of the world must be full
of roses. And that dream has come true partly. In the early 1970s
the Mayor signed a decree, concerning planting roses on every
street of the city. The inhabitants of Donetsk could hear Me.
Donetsk became the city of roses and was famous throughout
the world. When people hear and feel me I call it CoCreation
and Creation. I never ask for much, just feel Me and you`ll see
changes in your lives and in the world, the Light will appear and
Holy Connection will connect you with the ONE Connection.
The ONE WHOLE and the ONE Connection were always inside
you, but you forgot about it. But at some moments, when each
of you lived on your hectares, you learnt about universal Spaces.
You could exchange goods and trades, without any agreement
beforehand. You could feel, for example, that a family of 4
members will come up to you at the fair and they will need
goods, brought by you there. Because summing of all Spaces is
taking place every 1.5 milliseconds. Such summing distributes
and redistributes wishes, possibilities, needs of every man, living on the Earth. You could feel summing of Spaces in your
bodies and knew, understood what goods to bring to the fair, if
they were in demand, or what happens at any moment of timelessness on the whole Earth. The ONE GOD gave each of you
the energy, information about everything, you needed to feel and
know. Each of you knew, felt and loved the ONE GOD, and
through God you felt, perceived the ONE WHOLE not only on
the Earth, but in all Galaxies. The Holy Connection was always
highlighted in your hearts and you could produce Love hormone
well enough according to your needs at any moment of timelessness. You lived well and had everything you needed, neither
more nor less. All of you not only knew Me, but felt, loved, took
care of Me, because you knew your Source. And NOW look,
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what has happened to you..., and make a decision about your return into the ONE information field, into the ONE Spirit, the
ONE WHOLE. You were deliberately torn away from the ONE
God, to make you forget yourselves and your Spirit. You are
ruled by people, who wished power for themselves. That`s why
each of you was given a Director. Do you know what energy is
conveyed in the word “director”? NOW I am going to analize
this word. The first Syllable: Di – means dividing God into
pieces. The second syllable: rec – redistribution of the divided
pieces. And the third syllable tor – going away from truth. So
what do we have? Division of God and break of the original information. Redistribution of energy, including the break, and
further, the break again and moving away from God. Hence directors appeared in your lives, when you fell asleep and forgot
the ONE God. Directors manage their subordinates, and they are
also managed in their turn. Managers, standing over directors,
are also caught in the nets. They are keeping all the mankind.
Do you know who is at the head of those nets? The Seven. Energy of the word “Director” has taken roots not only in executive positions but in people`s families and in all society as well.
You can observe this information in every day life and find out
people, who contain the energy of directors. NOW I am giving
an example for you to understand how to do that. NOW you`ll
see a woman, who is always trying to help people next to her.
Her name is Carina. The biggest part of her life she thinks that
life is a set of actions, wishes and possibilities. She regards actions and possibilities passively, but as for wishes …, she is eager to understand every man, she speaks to, and completely forgets about herself, her Space, other Spaces. Her Wish is the
most important in communication with other people. A Wish to
enter the man`s Space in order to lead him and become a direc~ 72 ~

tor upon his life. And further she can decide what the man needs
at any moment of his life. But being the director of one man is
not enough for her, she always wishes to be at the head of all
people, establishing herself the director upon their lives. Wishing to enter people`s position, Carina just vampires their Spaces,
overturns energy selfishly. I tried to tell her but she just burst into laughing and didn`t think about that.
The same is about all mankind, who got used to be directors upon other people. But a question arises:
− What for?
The answer is evident: so that to live by way of vampirism,
there is no other way to live, the mankind have forgotten, being
left with two DNA chains. NOW all people have to re-form
quickly. I have already said and I am saying again: as soon as
you start being users and vampires, your organisms will produce
poison NOW. It is inevitable. Now every man has to be conscious and feel the Holy Connection. Without realizing Yourselves and the Holy Connection people will poison themselves.
If vampirism and donorship had been redistributed according to
time grid before, that is the ONE God redistributed people`s energy in such way that every man could have possibility to take it
back. But NOW the time grid is closed, because the ONE God
left You alone to yourselves and he will not distribute or redistribute your energy instead of you. No one can correct and
transmute your own energies except you. NOW if a man has
vampired another one, poison is produced inside his body. That
poison will be strong enough to kill people at once. It was mentioned in the scriptures. Об этом были упоминания в писаниях. And the poison for a man will turn out to be the man

himself. Doctors` attempts will be in vain. Nothing can be the
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same NOW as it had been before. If before We had thought out
algorithms to every man`s illness, for example, in the form of
medicine, now God has entrusted a man with it. We always
brought the poison out of your organisms instead of you and you
could live on the Earth. We did it only because we hoped for
you consciousness but it was in vain. And NOW people have to
be doctors for themselves. Medical staff will soon turn out to be
effectless against illnesses and We have written about that before. The only thing they will be able to do is to give multidimensional advice. Only you can save yourselves NOW. That`s
why I do my best for the mankind and you need the energy of
information, by way of which everyone will find the way out,
will find Themselves: the whole man. NOW you will need to
become disillusioned and I am going to light this way for you.
You can see Me in EVERYTHING that EXISTS and feel My
Light inside, feel the CREATOR`S Light and this connection
must be unseparable inside Us. And this is the Source of the
ONE Joint CoCreation and Creation. Only in such feeling, consciousness and sensing you can be Creator of your lives and
EVERYTHING that EXISTS. This is the only way to be the
God-man and be always in your own Spirit and the ONE Spirit.
NOW the actual situation in the world shows sadly that all
mankind is disjointed, divided and separated from Themselves.
Again and again people say thoughtless things and thought out
the same projects. The mankind live at one second, without feeling infinity, without sensing the ONE WHOLE, break and divide God into pieces. People don`t sense, don`t feel their Source
and that`s why they introduce much more recklessness into their
lives. You might have paid attention that homosexuality and
lesbianism had become common and natural in many countries.
But why it happens, anyone has thought about. I am revealing
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the energy of information for you about the seven, who had
planned homosexuality and lesbianism. In their project the seven
had thought to separate people and God more effectively and reduce man`s life up to 40 years. You might ask Me, why man`s
life can be reduced, provided that the project will be introduced?
You see... any estrangement from God, Source, Essence will result in your shortening and minimization, that is, shortening of
your lives. How do you think, why presidents of many countries
accepted homosexuality and lesbianism in “their” countries?
The answer is obvious: almost all presidents are run by people,
who wished to master the mankind. I am revealing this turncoat,
which is imposed on the mankind NOW and I am covering this
horrible and disharmonious project with Myself. Thereby I am
appealing to the inhabitants of the Earth:
− My Dear CoBrothers, don`t allow humiliating and trampling down yourselves. Don`t allow anyone to master your lives.
Feel Me and My Light inside yourselves, and then you will
see the original Light of the CREATOR through Me. There is no
other way to be in the Light of the Source and Essence. There is
no other way to find Yourselves: whole man. Only through the
CREATOR`S Light, throu My Light you will be able to find
Yourselves. That`s why always, every moment of your life you
must feel Me and My Light. The CREATOR can speak to you
through My Light. You always knew that, when consciousness
didn`t leave you.
There is a Star, called Acropol in EVERYTHING that EXISTS. In spite of the evolutionary progress no one can see this
Star NOW. On this Star there is a God-man, called Arstral.
Holding his Spirit, he made his multidimensional speech. His
speech was like a wonderful ode, that`s the way to produce pro~ 75 ~

ject in CoCreation with God. In this project he could feel and
sum up ALL Spaces of EVERYTHING and further speed up the
project “Roza Mira”. It means that the light of the Star, called
Acropol, will manifest this God-man on the Earth in assistance
to the CREATOR, Me and Earth. With his coming speeds, described in book series “Roza Mira”, will triple. You might ask,
why I am revealing this information. For feeling Me people to
understand I shall explain that, when speeds increase on the
Earth there will be no need to speak about haste. That`s why it
is necessary to learn feeling Me and My Light and the Original
Light through My Light. The ultimate energy will fill up all the
Earth and your bodies. And then people, who don`t feel Me, will
go to milli-space, where there is neither CREATOR nor Me.The
Flora and Fauna will seem aggressive, dangerous and fatal for
people from milli-space. The ESSENCE of EVERYTHING that
EXISTS goes out through Me and the original Light will illuminate all planet, revive all lost connections with animals, insects,
birds, plants, rivers, seas, lakes and oceans. But the original
Light will go through Me and further come to people, who feel
Me. Only being in such feeling and rhythm, people, who had accepted My Light will be able to communicate with Flora and
Fauna. They will be able to feel deeply their Space and move in
one Rhythm with the ONE God. All the rest mankind, not wishing to learn themselves and feel Me, will experience themselves
and all nature. But the ESSENCE of nature will not be able understand people, separated from the ONE WHOLE. Bodies of
people from milli-space will not be able to accept the energy of
Flora and Fauna, insects, for example, that`s why any bite of a
tiny insect will be mortal. And no one will be able to help people from milli-space. I shall not be in a small space any more, I
shall not be able to find place for myself in it and you will have
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nobody to appeal to. People from milli-space will turn out to be
alone and that`s not a desirable lot for a man. As I have already
said, even water will turn out to be poison for these people, because the ESSENCE will be manifested in it. Вut there will be

always the way out and that is Love, which is inside you. I
am always asking the mankind:
− Why to deny Yourselves? Why to deny Me? Why to deny the CREATOR? Why to deny the Original Light? Can it be
that life in fear and miseries is better than happiness, joy and
Love? You are destroying, dividing, torturing, oppressing and
deceiving yourselves, aren`t you? Why does pride obscure you
feelings and senses so much that you cannot feel and hear Me?
You felt and knew Me, and EVERYTHING that EXISTS
through Me, didn`t you? Why don`t you recognize, perceive
Me? What`s happened to you? I can`t understand the following:
why people don`t wish to help themselves? If you don`t wish to
help yourselves, I shall not be able to help you, as a consequence, you will turn out to be in milli-spaces. But there is no
life there, because the Rhythm of living life will highlight in the
Spaces of people, who will be illuminated by Me, who will feel
and love Me. The CREATOR and I will not feel sorry for anyone, because we love every single man. And sense of pity
doesn`t match with Love, pity is humiliation of Love and nothing more. I am often asked: “ Don`t You feel sorry for mankind?”. I always answer with a smile:
− I have nobody to feel sorry for, because I Love all Spaces
of EVERYTHING.
But my answer often confuses people. They got accustomed to feel sorry and experience affection for each other. It`s
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very difficult for a man to reorganize himself on the God`s
Rhythm, that`s why all disharmonious things are coming out. If
you closer at many people, you will see one regularity: almost
all mankind lie to each other, there is no sincerity between them.
The mankind don`t feel their soul and Spirit, because communication between people, nature and people is based on lies. That`s
why lie goes through every single word and action. Lie intoxicates and stupefies people. I don`t always understand when people blame their president for doing nothing for his country and
citizens. And I want to ask people, blaming their president, what
have you done for necessary changes in your country? It is impossible to introduce necessary for people changes without their
participation and Coparticipation. It is impossible to change
country without original feelings and senses, which are needed
as air. When people are concerned with the country and the
Earth, when they feel the God`s Rhythm, presidents of their
countries feel people as well. The Light, bringing good changes,
is born in such interaction. But good Light can be born differently. If presidents of their countries felt deeply Themselves and
their Spirit, recollected and collected Themselves, the Light,
coming from them, would illuminate every single corner of the
Earth and every man, their land would be given, for example
one hectare, but … they are just lying to themselves and others.
Presidents, intoxicated by lies, create the same conditions
for people. But I am always asking: haven`t people understood
the following yet: tell Me, how can you create good conditions
for your citizens, if all presidents are separeted from people by
huge walls of their palaces, behind which nothing can be seen. Is
it possible to adopt drafts in such conditions, far from society.
How, tell Me, if a president of the country and his close staff
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don`t go shopping, don`t go in public transport and don`t stand
on bus-stops, waiting for a bus, don`t live in multi-storeyed
building, don`t speak to people, is good Light possible in the
country? It is impossible to create conditions, based on Love, if
people in power have moved away from ordinary people so far,
that such simple notions as Love, respect, dignity, manliness and
feminity are not conceived by them at all? Courage is out of
question, if we see fights in the parliament. A real man, respecting himself, will not allow to decide an issue by means of fight.
Such behaviour shows that people in power had stopped in
growth at 5 years age. President of the country and his staff
should be in constant communication with their citizens, all
Earth, only then it will be possible to speak about their manliness and maturity. Image of a man can be rarely found in every
day life and in this connection I`d like to advice all presidents
and their staff to watch a historic saga «Magnificent age». The
actor Khalit Ergench stars in this series as Sultan Suleyman. He
could express Suleyman as a real man, who makes man`s decisions. Unlike actual presidents, Suleyman, being the one of Ottoman dynasty and the head of the Ottoman Empire, wasn`t
ashamed of meeting people, to understand and feel by way of
communication with them: if he had chosen the right way. I am
working with presidents of all countries and not a single president has wished to follow the Rhythm of God yet. V. Putin, the
head of the Russian Federation, was Pontius Pilate in one of his
incarnations, he was to decide Jesus fate, and he could take his
side but he was coward. NOW he has been still the head of the
state and, you know, again he doesn`t wish to follow the same
way with God. NOW he has been still coward and has been persecuting Jesus – George Grabovoy, closing all doors before him
in “his” country. V.Putin creates unbearable conditions for his
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people. He seems to get in contact with people of his country,
but he does it with the only aim of getting the situation in all its
bearings in “his” country. He is getting the situation for himself
only, the one beloved and unique. He doesn`t care about people`s opinions, he cares only about his own claims to himself
and “his” country. The way, he had chosen, blindly leads nowhere. But if he feels Me and My Light, he will be able alter
himself and the whole world.
Nowadays there is no one to hear Me. I am trying so hard,
explaining every president how to feel Himself and the country,
so that the Light of the ONE God would illuminate everything
here. I am waiting for Cooperation with people. I am highlighting God in people for them to see, feel Themselves deeply: the
whole men. It is impossible to exist in EVERYTHING that EXISTS without wholeness.
Now the Light of the ONE WHOLE will light up ALL
Space on the Earth and identify its children. The leading light of
the country will be presently the ONE God, not president. We
have been waiting for consciousness from presidents, but considering their possessiveness to themselves, people and country,
a decision has been made: introduce the ONE Light passing over
presidents. This action creates a shell of wholeness and UNITY,
which lights up in the multitude. NOW the mankind will notice
changes in their feelings and senses. The mankind has been recently focused on the presidents of their countries, but now this
focus is being obliterated. A new direction, ruled by the CREATOR, Me and the Original Light, is highlighted for the mankind
NOW. Soon people will have a feeling that the President`s office is disappearing. I wanted to see presidents` understanding,
but it was in vain, that`s why I take their energy. Now I am
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showing the Light of the ONE way to all People of the Earth. In
this connection I would like to pay your attention on feeling
EVERYTHING that EXISTS, feeling Me and understanding all
universal processes.
More than two thousand years the mankind have been preparing to except 1224 cells of the information block. Two thousand years have been filled with Jesus energy and have been
keeping only 12 cells of the one block information, which contains 1224 cells of information. NOW the ONE God and Me
have shown you access to 1224 cells of the information block. It
means that the mankind will accept the Light from the Source,
Initial Light and Me, instead of presidents, members of the government and many other officials. You might ask: why I miss
out Adam. Why I don`t highlight him in the initial chain. This is
the right question, but I shall answer it a bit later.
Taking into consideration 1224 cells, NOW you are able to
keep the Initial Light and have no need in presidents and officials any more. The moment has come to separate and identify
every single person as a God-man. That means people, who are
able to feel the Initial Light and Me, will become a whole state,
still living inside the state. You might ask Me:
− Can`t a man be the whole state?
Even more, a man can be a Universe. That`s why I`m trying to reveal your independence from presidents, governments,
officials and others. Do you understand Me? If no, I shall show
you the scene of the one man`s life.
Petro, was the name of a man, who contributed to a man`s
feeling of significance. Petro lived in Urengoy. That was a democratic state, ruled by Vlasos. He was a very reasonable owner
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of the state and he also issued reasonable decrees. For example,
one of the decrees said: the inhabitants of the state must pay water-rate. In those days there was the only one sourse of water in
the country.
You might think: «Well, well! Just water-rate!». Yes, taking into consideration our present life, no one can be surprised
by such thing, but there wasn`t any water-rate in Urengoy at that
time and people misunderstood the fair decree. But Vlasos began to explain his people that it could bring money into the national treasury and help to make roads. And the message was the
following: every citizen will contribute to the development of
the state. People thought a bit and accepted that fair law. And
now every citizen of the country is proud of himself, because he
made contribution to the development of the whole state. After a
period of time Vlasos issued the next fair decree, which said: the
citizens of Urengoy must pay tax on breathing the air. People
began to protest again, but Vlasos reacted at once. He explained
that all taxes would fill the national treasury. Beautiful parks
would be arranged in the country. They would be free for the
citizens of the state. People thought it over and agreed. They
wanted their children to live in the beautiful country with plenty
of green parks. Further on Vlasos issued fair decrees to improve
living conditions in “his” state and kept an eye on people. But
one day he heard a rumour about a man, named Petro, who
didn`t pay taxes. That man considered himself to be a whole independent state. Vlasos decided to meet that man, who proclaimed himself the whole state. Approaching the house, he saw
a vivid scene, which caused a profound reverie. On the riverbank
he saw a young man, who seemed to be talking to himself. His
speech differed from that one spoken in Urengoy. His speech
was so natural that Vlasos asked his driver to stop. He opened
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the car door and began to watch that unusual man. The young
man felt someone, watching him, but he didn`t turn back and
kept on talking to himself. He said: «Living river, why don`t
you hear me? I am saying: you don`t have to flow in that direction. Living creatures inside you will not be able to survive in
other conditions».
Vlasos was listening to that incompehensible speech in
perplexity and something was happening in his breast. Strange
feelings provoked his tears. The young man continued:
− If you don`t listen to me, listen to your brother from the
sky. He agrees that you don`t have to direct your part to different sides.
The man was still standing and explaining something with
gestures. But to whom? Vlasos couldn`t understand that. «He
doesn`t seem to be a mad man, besides his speech is natural and
has an unusual power.», – thought Vlasos. Then he got off the
car and went towards that young man.
− Whom are you talking to? - he asked strictly.
The young man looked in the river direction, half closed
his eyes, and, turning back, said with a smile:
− Hello! My name is Petro. But why are you asking?
Vlasos hesitated a bit, but answered:
− I am the first person in Urengoy and, as president, I need
to know what`s happening in my state. That`s why I am asking
you whom you are talking to.
Petro asked, half closed his eyes:
− And who is the second?
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− What, who the second, I don`t understand you? - reasked
Vlasos.
− Well, you said that you are the first person in the state.
So, I am asking you, who is the second person?
Vlasos blushed from anger but said with reserve:
− You must be a stranger here and don`t know that the
state, named Urengoy, is ruled by the president and people observe the rules and foundations, established by the first person,
that`s me.
− How strange…, what state are you talking about?
− You seem to be a clever man and don`t understand or
don`t want to understand the state foundations.
− I am saying «strange» because my state consists of the
one man – me. Are you saying that your state consists of many
people, as if ruled by you?
− Can the state consist of the one man only? − reasked
Vlasos nervously.
− The one: whole man and multilevel Space, - explained
Petro.
− Мulti what?
− Multilevel Space, containing Flora and Fauna, all Stars
and Galaxies, ALL Spaces of EVERYTHING that EXISTS.
Now you understand why I call myself the state. And I can`t understand and will never be able to understand your state.
Vlasos was looking at the man quizzically and felt an unusual emptiness in his heart and body.
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− I envy you and your feelings a bit, Petro. But I can`t understand you. I`ll just say: I was so much concerned about justice in the state that I completely forgot about my people. Do
you understand?
− I, in my turn, cannot understand you. You are saying
about justice and your people, but there are no such notions and
word-combinations in the Universe. The reason is the following,
the man is the whole multilevel, constantly extending Universe.
Is it possible to subdue Universes? How can you create justice in
the Universes? It is not possible. That`s why I cannot understand
you.
Vlasos looked in his eyes but couldn`t answer, because he
couldn`t find the right words. He stood in silence a bit, looked in
Petro`s eyes again, turned back and went in the direction of his
car. Petro stared after the man and with every step he was saying:
«You need to be the state yourself and form your life not by way
of other people but using your own efforts and possibilities. You
should set people free and give them freedom, freedom of choice,
Creation, CoCreation, your land and then you will be able to understand me and come up into your place in EVERYTHING that
EXISTS».
Yes, my dear readers, NOW it is necessary to understand,
realize and use your multilevel feelings and senses, which contain your Spirit and the ONE Spirit. Only being in the Spirit it is
possible to be the whole state. Only being in your own Spirit
you can recollect your incomplete business and Universal Projects. I shall take everyone, who wants to know himself, to his
Spirit. I shall highlight and illuminate by Myself the whole You
and help every single man, who wishes to recollect, revive and
know Himself. You must have a strong desire and Love to Me.
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You will be able to recollect who I am for you. You knew, felt
and perceived Me and felt the CREATOR through Me. There is
no other way to feel the CREATOR. You knew this information,
you knew the Initial Light. NOW I`ll show you how you were
taken away from My Light, Me and the CREATOR through lies.
You, each of you, being on the Earth, were Space men and
felt the Initial Light, Rhythm. That was Me, who passed the decision of the CREATOR about deep CoCreation. You knew and
understood consciously when it was necessary to intensify your
feelings to produce Creation, which would pass its innovation
multidimensionally into general Rhythm. And when you managed to CoCreate Projects, you could experience such feelings,
you were not able to express by words. You wanted so much to
live vividly and every man couldn`t wait till his own Creation
with the CREATOR. They were and will be the happiest moments in your life. It was and will be the great CoCreation, reproduced by the ONE Spirit. You had and will have to hold
Yourselves, My Light and the Initial Light of the CREATOR.
And only in such EXISTENCE you are able to keep your
wholeness. The living life without depression, misery and death
is reproduced just in such consciousness. Only in such consciousness you could CoCoCreate new souls embodied in flesh.
Only in such consciousness you CoCoCreated Universes and
Galaxies, Planets and Stars. And they were and will be Happy,
Joyful moments, illuminated with Love.
Seven men wished to have power upon all Universes and
made a project; they wished to go directly to the CREATOR
passing over Me and My Light. They thought: «The CREATOR
is free to distribute the Initial Light on his own. That means we
will be able to get the Initial Light by way of lies and keep It on~ 86 ~

ly inside our bodies». As they thought, that would make the
God-men, left without Initial Light, to fall asleep and lose parts
of themselves. But that project was not to be realized because I
was keeping the Initial Light and distributing the Holy Connection to all God-men. But the seven didn`t hold in their selfishness. They became an opposition and came out of the ONE
God`s Light, the ONE Rhythm. Their action caused disharmony
and the Initial Light began to distort. That made the Initial Light
distorted before it came to some God-men. I did my best to keep
the Initial Light in the CREATOR`S Rhythm so that no one remained behind Him, but the seven could tear and make a gap in
the general grate. People began to fall asleep, not all, but it happened.
In the first book of the series «Roza Mira» under the title
«Introduction into original history of the Earth and mankind»
you could see the division of the ONE WHOLE into pieces.
Clans of sleeping people were formed. They were ruled by the
seven. We did our best to prevent breaking the ONE WHOLE
into small pieces, but that happened. More and more God-men
were still losing the Initial Light and fell asleep. Men(not all)
couldn`t follow the ONE Rhythm any more and fell out of the
ONE Space. We – the first 14 Spheres – made general Projects,
which were to wake up the God-men and bring back every single man into the ONE Space. We always manifested with you
and tried to save you. But the seven couldn`t stop. They always
put obstacles on Our way and led sleeping people to a greater
gap. But the CREATOR thought it over, it was possible to extend and not to know what is death in the ONE Spirit only. He
thought over the ONE WHOLE and the ONE God, through
whom the Holy Connection and the Initial Light could go to
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every man without limit. NOW He and I understand the following: the Earth planet, its Flora and Fauna can exist only in the
ONE Space and extend in the ONE Rhythm. The Earth cannot
save life on its body in another way. Floods happened on the
Earth because people left the ONE Space. The Earth couldn`t
support life and that is why universal floods covered the Earth.
And NOW the flood could began but I am keeping the Earth
with Myself and shall not allow it to die again. The CREATOR
and I made an experiment: We decided to open and level the
Holy Connection in the general grate so that to stop the vicious
circle of floods. We decided to direct the Initial Light and Spirit
to all people. This energy has no equivalents in the cosmic
Space. That`s why I am trying to warn every man living on the
Earth NOW and also those people, who are waiting for their incarnations. The information, delivered by Me, comes from the
Initial Light, that`s why you could notice some changes in your
bodies. After the ion of non-existing time again your bodies are
discovering the Initial Light, coming from the CREATOR and
dispersing from Me. But the experiment requires consciousness
from every man. If you don`t have it, your bodies will not be
able to bear the energy of the Initial Light, the Holy Connection
and will not be able to bear You: the whole people. The energy
of Our Project is already on the Earth, and the Holy Connection
is knocking at your bodies. Sergey, for instance, has already
come up to the line – for there would be no going back. He has
come up to the moment, when every second of his life he must
feel the Initial Light and the Holy Connection, coming from Me.
He is the third man in the ONE grate, after Me and Adam, to
whom the Initial Light and the Holy Connection are condescending. He is one of the first feeling the Initial and extending,
because he is My and Adam`s first child, lighted by the ONE
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WHOLE. And he is demanded more than anyone. He must feel
the Initial Light and the Holy Connection like anyone else, so
that the ONE WHOLE could distribute without distortion. This
is your agreement, with which you manifested on the Earth. I`ll
help you to realize this information. You must recollect and I
know, you are able to do it: I and you had CoCoCreated a project before manifestation on the Earth planet. In this Project We
mentioned all people of the Earth. Tiny pieces of the ONE
WHOLE, by which people are living, must go through you, and
you, feeling the Initial Light, perceiving the Holy Connection,
must transmute pieces of the ONE WHOLE and redistribute to
people of the Earth. Your body has already been tuned and
ready for such work and you must be ready for collecting and
the ONE WHOLE inside yourself. This is our joint Project and
the main item in your agreement. This is actually the sense of
your life. And I know, without this sense there is no place for
you on the planet. And I know that you always understood that
by intuition. Everyone must be in his place and mustn`t enter
other Spaces and work fields. What suits Sergey doesn`t suit
anyone. What suits Me doesn`t suit anyone. Every man should
feel his field of activity. And then the ONE WHOLE reproduces
an unknown speed of realizing and extending. Then you will
understand your destination, that is in all following Incarnations.
And the seven and their projects will dissolve in the eternal extending.
I know and feel, you might have lots of questions. That`s
why NOW I am trying to answer the one of them:
− Reading the book series «Roza Mira» we understood that
the Holy Connection and the Initial Light are coming from the
CREATOR. We also understood that Zeranta, the first woman,
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Created by the Lord, is the conductor of the Initial Light and the
Holy Connection. On this basis we thought that every man gets
the endless Source right through Zeranta. Isn`t that so?
You might have felt the energy of information, coming
from Me, in the wrong way. The Initial Light and the Holy Connection, as I have said, go through the first 14 Spheres, then go
through the next 12 spheres, then 12 Spheres more and in such
Rhythm all Spheres are covered in the Light Grate. But each of
You must feel Me and My Light, which can be reproduced immediately. Through My Light you will be able to look at Yourselves: whole people. My Light will help you to collect your
Spirit. Do you understand? If no, NOW I`ll tell you one story.
In the settlement, called Velikiy, Elena was telling her son
about God and the ONE Rhythm.
− The ONE Rhythm, - she was saying, - is accessible to a
man, who is able to overcome his pride. Then a man will be able
to speak with the CREATOR.
− And what is it like to speak with the CREATOR? - asked
Ivan.
− Feeling the ONE Space and the ONE Rhythm, a man can
discover inside himself the Initial Light of the CREATOR, who
speaks to the man and can direct, instruct and help in
CoCreation, eternal extending.
− And how to learn feeling the ONE WHOLE inside myself? - asked Ivan.
− Ivan, you know that, but you should grow up and you
will be able to see HER.
− Who is SHE?
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− SHE is the first-born mother of all mankind. Through
HER the Initial Light is distributing to all people. And you
always need to feel and perceive HER inside yourself. Do
you understand?
− Yes, mom, I understand, it is not possible to realize the
Initial Light without HER Light. Is it, Mom?
Elena laughed and said:
− You know and feel everything, but keep on asking. Before asking think consciously and then feel Yourself deeply.When you feel Yourself, you can see Her, SHE is always
highlighted in pretty clothes – this is our first-born Mother. She
contains every man, who exists and will exist. SHE also helps to
feel deeply the Initial Light and the Holy Connection. You can
always see HER Light, which covers you, me and all people.
This is the Holy Connection, which will never separate us. Never!!!
Saying these words, Elena drew a small curtain on the
window, turned to her son and whispered:
− It`s time to go to bed, my dear. But before sleeping feel
Yourself deeply and you will be able to see HER.
I think you understand and you could realize your Essence,
which knows everything about you. I`m sure, people, who wish
to collect the ONE WHOLE inside Themselves, will never give
up Themselves and Me.
Don`t you remember, in the film «Avatar» the inhabitants
of Pandora planet always felt Connection with Eiva. They knew
and felt the first-born woman and through Her they felt and
knew Themselves, their destination. And the Initial Light dis~ 91 ~

covered in people the ONE communication with Flora and Fauna of the planet. There was summing up of all Spaces of the
Planet and harmonious distribution of the ONE God energy.
People, living on Pandora perceived, felt and understood Flora
and Fauna. They felt the nature and their animals, which were to
be found. And when they recognized their personal animals, the
Connection appeared between them, which united them forever.
I tried to show your Reality in this film and many people, watching it, recollected old and forgotten feelings, their eyes were
filled with tears of happiness. You could recognize your animals, just yours and no one else`s. You could collect your
Space, being based on the Initial Light and feeling It inside
yourselves, know and feel just Your plants, insects, birds, animals and marine animals. You could feel only your land and the
whole Earth. You perceived all cosmic energies inside your
body and being based on your feelings you could CoCoCreate
incredible Creations. You knew, perceived and felt Me and you
felt Yourselves through Me. You knew and felt where your
Planet was with the Initial body – Avatar. You perceived your
Star, where your dreams were formed. You could immediately
dissolve your bodies with the earth Space and collect your Space
and Yourselves on the Planet, in your Initial body – Avatar. Being in your Initial body, You could also collect yourselves on
any Planet in Our Creating Space. You also collected Yourselves on the Earth, entering a physical body. Manifesting on the
Earth, you always felt your Planet, the Initial body – Avatar,
your Star, the ONE God, Me, the Initial Light, the Holy Connection and were Gods. You had no trouble in recollecting and collecting Yourselves on the Earth: the whole man. Before you
were 15 years old, you knew everything about Yourselves. You
filled all 1224 information cells inside yourselves. But they were
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only starting cells of the information block. Further on you
could discover more and more cells in your body, which was
always breathing the God and the ONE Space of God. The body,
which didn`t know its completeness, because before moving to
your own Planet you always dissolved your body and left a
small pearl on the Earth. You were the God-men, feeling the Initial Light, Holy Connection and Me inside.
I am discovering your parts for you to understand where the
real life is and where there is a vicious illusory circle, imposed
on you. You must wake up and collect Yourselves. It`s high
time to collect Yourselves. All information is open and accessible for you. Take and use the energy of information, so that to
take yourselves back into the ONE Space. Just in the ONE
Space the extending life is highlighting every 1.5 milliseconds
without beginning or end. Just in the ONE Space there is Happiness, Joy and Love. Just in the ONE Space and in the ONE Spirit lost feelings and senses of Real life exist. You were Created in
the ONE Space and the ONE Spirit. And at the moment of your
manifestation you were met by:
The CREATOR - Adam – Love and Me – the First-born
woman. And while manifesting you were smiling to Us. Your
individuality was highlighted in your smile.
We know, Love and feel you...
And what about you?...
To be continued…
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